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VOL. VIII.-NO. 48. HOLLAND, MICIL, ‘SATURDAY, JANUARY 10, 1880. WHOLE NO. 412.
Gotland (Slittj
a weeslyTewspapeb.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
BOLUND CIII, • • ElUl




%1.50 per year if paid in adrance; %1.75 if
paid at three months, and %2.00 if
paid at six months.
JOB PMNTIXQ PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
Urst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-







350 5 00 8 00
5 00 8 00 10 00
8 00 10 00 17 00
10 oo 17 00 25 00
17 00 25 00 40 00
25 00 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscriber.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
fcjr. All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
gait goad?.
Chicago A West Michigan B. R.






1 1.4U a. m.
11.55 a. m. | 5.20 “
•• “ | 10,00 p.m. 3.30 p.m.
Muskegon, Penlwaler
& Big Rapids. *5.85 p. m. 5.25 a. m.“ “ 10.30 *' 3.35 p. m.“ “ J 9.55 p. m. * 8.20 u. m.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. | 1.30 a.m. 12.00 m.“ •* * 7.20 “ * 0 00 a. m.“ “ 3.25 p. in. | 10.15 p. m.“ “ * 7.40
• Mixed trains,
+ Dally except Sunday and Monday.
; Daily except Saturday.
| Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
line which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Grand Haven Rail Road.
Llvirruilili lUblii.
IIOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
I) and bam on Marketstreet. Everything first-
class.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
1 1 Office of Dally SUge Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Kelt Kartell.
T)OONE, C., Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of
O Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Z^land, Ottawa Co., Mich. 2-ly
•IbUTKAU* VANZOEUEN, New Meat Mar-
D ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
\7AN DER HAAR, II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Kisufictorlet, Killt, Bfcopi, Xte.
ITEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDcalerln
Ll Agricultural Implemeuts; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th* River street.
pAUKLS.VAN PUTTEN* CO., Proprietor
I of Plugger MllU; ( Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
TI7TLMS, P. II. Manufactnrer of Wooden, and
tv Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Co -
10th and River streets.
Hotsrr Fubllei.
I)OST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
L Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer ;Ool-
ectlons made In Holland and vldnltY.
ITAN 8CHELVEN, O., Justice of the Peace,
V Notary Public. Couvevancer, etc. Office,
Van Laudegend's Block.
Fhyslciici.
Sll, H. L., Surgeon, Physician and Acccch-
l eur. Office at his residence, Overysel, Mich.
f EDKBOKR, F.S., City Physician and Surgeon;
office at residence, on Eighth street, near
Chi. * M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
VIC CULLOCH THUS., Physician, Surgeon and
1 1 Accoucheur. Office, Vuu PutteiTs Drugstore,
Holland, Michigan.
OCHOUTKN, R. A., Pnysician and Surgeon*,
O office at the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
Street.
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Acconchcr.
O Office at Dr. Schouten’s drug store. Eighth
street. _ 40 ly.
\f ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;
AI office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a. m. 20-ly.
PhrtDpipher.
If IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
11 lory opposite this office.
Silllen.
\ fAL'PELL, II., Manufacturer of and deulenn
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Tobaecs led Cigars.
'T'E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Suufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watches and Jewelry.


















8 23 11 47 7 20 8 35
7 55 11 42 Grand Haven, 7 45 3 40
7 05 11 12. Pijrcon, 8 40 4 06
5 55 10 44 Holland, 9 55 4 35
5 25 10 25 Fillmore, 10 25 4 55
4 0J 9 35 Allegan, 11 40 5 45
FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
E. C. Leavenworth. Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTBL, Ageit, »
Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R. *
R. R. and L. S. * M. S. for Plainwell, Kalama-
* xoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac.. Ac. %
gusine,?? Hircctorij.
T OSLIN A BUEY.M AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
*J and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mur-
‘ ket and Eighth Street.
£otietics.
I. 0. of 0. F.
HoLLANoCity Lodge, No. 192, fndepondent Order
of Odd Fellows, bolds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
II . Danokexond, N. O.
R. A. Sciioitten, R. S.
F. & A. fc.
A Rboolar Communication of Unity Lodok.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
21, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
Otto Breyman. W. M.
W. II. Joslin, Sec'y.
AUorneyi.
TJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney andH Notary Public; Rlverstreet.
Yf C BRIDE. P. II., Attorney and Counselor • „
Ivl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
pARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
1 corner of River and Eighth streets.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
1 Agent. Officeln Kenyon A Van Pullen's bank
Eighth street.
Birberi.
1 ^ GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
AJ shampoonlng, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rca
souablo rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. |4— ly
Coaminisa Herehint.
I > EACH BUG’S, Commission Merchants, and
lJ dealers In Grain. FI >ur and Produce. High-
est market urlcc paid lor wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. EiglitlijA FIs i streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Deotlit.
/''EE. D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and
UT office No. 42 Ninth street, next door to tho
First Reformed Ohurch.
Drop md Keilclnei.
pvOESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medi-
XJ ciues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at.
II CB ENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drhgs, Med-
icluee, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. River street.
VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi-
V. cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bero’s Family Medicines; Eighth St.
TVALSH UKBER. Druggist A Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
.ness.
funituri.
YfEYBK, II. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
A. n,*nrei Cnrtalns, Will Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River si reel.
Otaml SsalfM.
VA2 Gm General Dealers. In Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
__ ^pcciitt Notices.
A Complete assorlmeDt of Spectacles
to suit the different qualities and ages of
sight, just received, at
J. O. Doesburg’s Drug Store.
A fresh supply of all kinds of candy
just received at L. T. KANTERS.- -«•»- 
Endorsed by the Faculty. The reputa-
tion of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup has been
solely achieved on account of itsj merits.
Physicians preamble it.
I wish to call the attention of the pnb-
lic at large, and my patients in particular,
to the lact that I have removed my office
from the drug-s'ore or D.. R. A. Schouten
to the rooms lormeily occupied by Dr.
Gee, in Venuema’s building, on Eighth
street. A slate hangs o.i the door, i pon
which o ders c m be written during my
absence from the office. Orders can aleo
be left at my residence, or at the late ree-
idence of my lather. All orders will be
promptly attended to.
F. 8. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Holland, Nov. 11, 1879.-
An Astonishing Fact,
A large proportion of the American peo-
ple are to-day dying from the effects of
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
of these diseases upon the masses of intel-
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
usefulness as it ought to be. There is no
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
try one bottle of Green’* August Flowei .
Your speedy relief is ceitaio. Millions of
bottles of this medicine have been given
awry to try its virtues, with satisfactory
results in every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi-
tively sold by all Druggists on the West-
ern Continent.
Hnr to Git Sick.
Expose yourself day and night; eat too
much without exercise; work too hard
without rest; doctor all the time; take all
the vile nostrums advertised, and then you
will want to know
How to Get Well.
Which is answered in three words— Take
Hop Bitters! See other column.
Since I have noticed that some farmers
want to* make it a practice to come into
the city and sell beef at reduced rates,
during the cold weather, I want to notify
my customers that I sell meat just as
cheap, and better beef, at wholesale, even
if they go down to three or four cents perpound. J. KUITE.
THE SUN FOR 1880.
The Sun will deal with the events of the year
1880 in He own fashion, now pretty well understood
by everybody. From January 1 until December
81 will be condocted as a newspaper, written In the
English language, and printed for the people.
As a newspaper, The S jn believes in getting all
the news of the world promptly, and presenting 1:
In the most Intelligible shape- the shape that w ’1
enable Us readers to keep well abreast of the age
with the least expenditure of time. Tho greatest
Interest to the greatest number— that Is, the law
controlling Its daily make-up. It now has a circu-
lation very much larger than that of any pther
American newepaper.and enjoys an In'-ome which
it is at all times prepared to spend liberally for
the benefit of Its readers. People of all conditions
of life and all ways of thinking buy rnd read The
Sun; and they all derive satisfaction of some sort
from Its columns, for they keep on buying and
reading it. .
In Its comment on men and affairs. The Sun be-
lieves that the only guide of policy should be com-
mon sense, Inspired by genuine American prin-
ciples and backed by honesty of purpose. For
this reason If is, and will continue to be, absolute-
ly Independept of party, class, clique, orga’ Iza-
tion, or interest. Ills for all, but of none. It
will continue to praise whai is good and .cproba'e
what is evil, takin*. care that its language is o
the point and plain, beyond the possibility of b .-
ing mlaundersiood. It is uninfluenced by motives
that do not appear on the surface: it has no opin-
ions to sell, save those which may be had by any
purchaser with two cents. It hates injustice and
rascallity even more than it hates nnneccessa.y
words. It abhors frauds, pities fools, and deplores
nincompoops of every species. It will continue
throughout the year 1880 to chae.ise the fl.st class,
instruct the second, and discountenance >.hc third.
All honest men, with honest convictions, whether
sound or mistaken, are its friends. And The Sun
makes no bonei of telling the truth to ts friends
and about its friends whenever occasion ari.-es for
plain spe .king. '
These are the principles upon which The Sun
will be conducted during the year to come.
The year 1880 will be one In which no patriotic
American can afford to close his eyes to public
affairs. It is impossible to exaggerate the Impor-
tance of the political events which It hat in store,
or the necessity of resolute vigilr ice on the p..rt
of ever citizen who delsres to preserve the Govern-
ment that the founders gave us. The debrtes and
acts of Congress, the utterances of the press, the
exciting contests of the Ropub'icau rnd Demoratic
parlies, now nearly equal In st.engh throughout
the conniry, the varying drift of public sentiment,
will all bear direci'y and effectively upon the twen-
ty-fonrth Presidential election, to be held in No-
vember. Four years ago ne-t November the will
of the nation, as expressed ai the polls, was
thwarted by an abominable conspiracy, the promot-
ers and beneficiaries of which still hold the offices
they stole. Will the crime of 1876 be retierted in
1880? The past decade of years opens with a cor-
rupt. extravagent, and insolent Administration In-
trenched at Washington. The Sun did some nin
towuid dislodging the gang and breaking its pov
er. The same men are now Intriguing to restor
their leader and themselves to places from t/LIc
they were driven by the Indignation of the peopli
Will they succeed? Tim coming year will brln
the answers to these momentous questions. Th
Sun will be on hand to chronicle too facts as the
are developed, and to exhibit them clearly ani
fearleisly In their relations to expediency am
right.
Thus, with a habit of philosophical good<hnmo
in looking at the minor affairs of lile, and In groo
things a steadfast purpose to maintain the rights o
the people and the principles of the Constliutloi
against all aggressors. The Sun Is prepared L
write a trnthiul, instructive, and at the same tirai
entertanlng history of 18M).
Our rates of subscription remain unchanged
For the Dally Sun, a lour-page sheet of twenty
eight columns, the price by mall, post-paid, is
cents a mounlh, or $0.50 a year; or. includuq
the Sunday paper, an eight-page sheet of flfiy-sh
columns, the price is 65 cent* a month, oi
•7,70 a year, postage paid.
The Sunday edition of The Sun is also furnish
ed separtek at tl,20 a year, postage paid.
The price of too Weekly Sun, eight pages, fifty
six columns, is fl a year, postage p .Id. For clubi
tiding |10 we will send an extra cop}
Address
I. W. ENGLAND,
Publisher of Tho Sun, New York City.
free.
44-6
P. OTTE. H. VAN DER WEYDEN.
P. OTTE & CO.
Manufacturers and Jobbers of
FINE CIGARS
24 South Division Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.





(STGoods warrant **1 first class. Cash and one
4 . price only.
No. 27 Monroe Street,





No. 121 Monroe 8t., Grand Rapids,
Mich., if you want Fine Cigars and Good
Liquors.
It is a rendervoua for Hollanders.
87-3mo.
For the Holland C\ly Ntm.
' ANSWER TO XR. KEPPEL.
Mr. Editor:— I notice in the issue of
De Qrondteet,o( December 23d, ult., an
article entitled: “Een stem uit de Ge-
meente,” by Mr. T. Keppel, elder in First
Reformed Church. In this the gentleman
makes a public arraignment of a judicato-
ry of the Reformed Church in America;
ru., the Rev. Classis of Michigan. Its
principles are called in question and con-
trasted unfavorably with those of the other
Western Classes. The writer presumes to
indicate the (to his mind) probable reason
why this Classis did not consider the sub-
ject of Free- Masonry, nor propose to “ wit-
ness against it.” Because, forsooth, two
of the members of the Classis belong to
that order, therefore we were afraid to
deal with it. This the writer does not
state broadly, but insinuates slyly and
sneeringly. He means to say, ol course,
that the Classis was unfaithful, fearing
man rather than God.
Now I beg leave to call such an arraign-
ment of a body of ministers ar\d ciders,
unwarrantably presumptuous: coming as
it does from a single individual, upon his
owu responsibility, and mere conjecture,
without positive grounds for his asser-
tions. As a member of that Reverend
Body I feel it my duty to resent tho insult.
The Classis of Michigan was and is perfectly
capable of judging of the propriety of its
own actions, of knowing its own affairs and
the righteousness of its principles; and we
humbly claim, in spite of Mr. Keppcl’s
ungracious sneer, that we are bold enough
and faithful enough to perform whatever
duty presents itself before us.
But I puss this matter by, to come to
a more serious offence on the part of Mr.
Keppel. He professes to quote from an
address delivered by the Rev. J. W.
Bcardslee, (a member, and Stated Clerk of
the Classis of Michigan,) at a picnic held
by Free-Masons in St. Joseph County, Inst
summer. Mr. Keppel states that Mr.
Beardslee used the following language:
“ Free-Masonry is the grandest system by
means of which we can attain a higher
life.” (Mr. K. makes another quotation,
which needs no noticing here, since it re
fers to the influence of Free-Masonry upon
society.) By the alleged quotation we
have repeated, Mr. Keppel evidently
means to indicate that the Rev. Mr.
Beardslee places Free-Masonry above the
Church of Christ. He thus means to
place Rev. Mr. Beardslee before the pub-
lic as having been guilty of blaspheming
Christ.
I got into my possession and read to-
day, the correct report of Rev. J. W.
Beardslee’s address in a St. Joseph County
paper. And after reading that address, I
am prepared to take the following |trong
and positive ground. I distinctly and
positively and deliberately assert that the
Rev. Mr. Beardslee did not make use of
the words quoted by Mr. Keppel, either in
their letter, or in their spirit. I challenge
Mr. Keppel to prove that the Rev. J. W.
Beardslee did make use of that language,
or sought to convey the idea Mr. Keppel
charges upon him, by quoting his words
as he (K.) does. I chal’engc Mr. Keppel
to prove it from the report of the said ad-
dress In the “Advertiser and Mercury," of
Constantine, Mich., in its issue of August
28, 1879. Or If he can establish the fact
that this particular report is spurious or
incorrect, I challenge Mr. Keppel to
prove his charge against Rev. Mr. Bcards-
lee, from any other source, or sources,
proven to be indisputably correct. It is
due to Rev. Mr. Beardslee, to the Classis
of Michigan, to the Reformed Church and
her Ministry, that Mr. Keppel bring for-
ward proof positive of so awful an accusa-
tion. And Mr. Keppel owes it to himself
no less. If Mr Keppel fails to bring for-
ward the positive proof so justly de-
manded, he must hold himself liable to
being himself arraigned before the proper
church-courts, for bringing false accusa-
tion against the Rev. Mr. Beardslee,
amounting to slander.
I bring this matter before the public re-
luctantly, and only because Mr. Keppel
has himself courted publicity in his charg-
es. I have requested the use of this pa-
per’s columns, because the matter involves
those who do not understand the Dutch
language. I shall also furnish a trans-
lated copy of this reply for the paper in
which Mr. Keppel published his article.
I am, sir, yours respectfully,
Daniel Van Pelt,
Pastor of 81 Reformed Church and member of
Claasisof Michigan.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 8d, 1880.
The TTorbff'Opioion: “There appears
to be a fine field in Maine for an enter-
prising soothing-syrup manufacturer.’'
Tho Xinufftcture of Slato-Penolli.
The process of making slate-pencils is
thus described by The American Stationer :
Broken slate from the slate-quaries Is put
in a mortar rua J>y steam, and pounded
into the hopper of a mill, which runt into
a “bolting-machine,” where it is “bolted,”
the finer almost impalpable, flour that
results being taken to a mixing tub, where
a small quantity of steatite flour, similarly
manufactured, Is added, together with
other materials, the whole being made into
a stiff dough. This dough is kneaded
thoroughly into passing it several times
between iron rollers. Then it is conveyed
to a table, where it is made into “charges”
—that Is, short cylinders, four or five Inch-
es thick, and containing some eight or
twelve pounds each. Four of these are
placed in a strong iron chamber, or
“retort,” with a chadgeablc nozzle so as
to regulate the size of the pencil, and sub-
jected to tremendous hydraulic pressure,
under which the composition is pushed
through the nozzle in a long cord, like a
slender snake sliding out of a hole, and
passes over a sloping table, slit at right
angles with the cords to give passage to a
knife which cuts them Into lengths. They
are then laid on hoards to dry, and after
a few hours are removed to sheets of cor-
rugated zinc, the corrugations serving to
prevent tho pencils from warping during
the process of baking, to which they are
next subjected in a kiln, into which super-
heated steam is introduced in pipes, the
temperaturd being regulated according ot
the requirements of tho article exposed to
its influence. From the kiln tho articles
go to the finishing and packing room,
where the ends are thrust for a second
under rapidly-revolving emery wheels,
and wete drawn neatly and smoothly
pointed ready for use.
The Reward of Bravery.
The Bennett medal for 1878 for the fir -
man who has performed the most meritor-
ious and during act was presented to Can-
tain Daniel J. Meagher, of Hook and Lad-
der No. 8, at Fire Headquarters on Satur-
day. The occasion on which Captain
Meagher displayed the courage for which
he is uow honored was on the 2d of May,
1878. Fire was discovered on the upper
floors of No. 28 East Fourteenth street.
Captain Meagher with his command was
in Trout of the building iu less than two
minutes from the time when the alarm was
sounded, and on his arrival saw a woman
.hanging partly out of tho fourth-story
window. He ordered a forty-two foot lad-
der to be placed againt the building, but
it proved to be about ten feet too short.
He then ordered it to he placed on tho
highest step of the front stoop. Fireman
Flood ascended the ladder, but when he
reached the top fouud it still too short. At
this point Flood Injured his foot. Cap-
tain Meaehcr then ordered several of his
men to hold the ladder erect and away from
the house. Hu then ascended, and stand-
iug on the top step but one, forty-two
feet from the ground, told the woman to
drop into his anus. She did so, and he
caught her with one arm, holding fast to
the other, and then passed the woman
down to Firman Flood.— iV. F. Eve. Dost.
Popular Medical Science.
Clem Berry, the sable philosopher of
Carson, spent a few days iu this city, last
week. He was sorry to find his old friend
Marcus Aurelius Johnson, confined to his
bed when he called.
“ Why, Marcus, what on erf’s de matter
wid iu?”
“Duuno, Clem, dunno ’zactly. Doc
Bronson sez de disease hasn’t gone long
’nuf ter make c’rect doggy-noeis of it, but
he believes it’s de roomytism or de new-
ralgy.”
“ Well, if dat’s what the matter, I jes
know how ter fix you. Seen lots of it
i ;red down dar in Carson. Dar was
Guv’nor Kinkead, an* old Zasner Bab-
cock, an’ Farmer Treadway, an’ a lot o’
dem kind of fellers— all had dc roomytism,
or de newralgy, or some otter mighty re-
liable disease of the same gin’ral nature—
an’ I’ve seen all of dem cured. You jes
send fo yo’ doctor, an’ tell him to cut a
buttonhole on yo’ whar de pain does de
mos’ work, an’ to take a seeringe an’
squirt ’bout half a pint o’ mawfeen in dar.
Dal’s what’ll cure you, Marcus; you hear
me. I’m a talking, chile— cure you,
shuar. Dat’s what we call de sutterrauo-
an injeebsin, an’ don’t forget it”
News comes from the north of the find-
ing of sixteen frozen farmers who started
from Goose river, Dakota, for Wheatland,
with wheat, about two weeks ago, and had
not been heard from until search was made







• The Postmaster at New York has been
instructed by Poetnuater General Key to refuse
the payment of money orders or the deliver
of registered letters addressed to certain
firms in Broad and Wall streets, purport-
ing to be engaged in stock brokerage....
Toe extraordinary demand for stock in the
Edison Electric Light Company continues.
One of the largest holders was offered 1800,-
000 for 200 shares, but refused to sell for less
than $1,000,000. These shares cost him a few
mouths ago $0,000. »
The annual statistics of the trade of
Baltimore show an increase in the value of ex-
ports over 1878 of $28,480,000. The imports,
on the other hand, decreased $7,580,0(0. The
receipts of wheat increased 12,500. <00 bushels,
and of corn 5,000,000 bushels. The transac-
tion « of tho Clearing House ah jw an increase
of $04,000,000.
During 1879 there were in New Ytrk
400 failures, with liabilities amounting to $10,-
883, 932.... Parnell and Dillon, the Irish laud-
reform agitators, have arrived at New York.
Charles Stewart Parnell, the
well-known Irish agitator, arrived at New York
on the 2d inst An enthusiastic reception was
tendered him.... A lively disturbance was°on iteamor Bornaaia reached Baltimore, the other
tics of articles dealt in wore post- day, on tho Italian bark that picked them up
here cannot be realized by the people of the Old
World.
Referring to the report which he made in
1800, he said that he believed then that the
South acted in good faith, but he said then and
sees now they were misled and driven into a
course which produced results now so greatly
regretted by all It was not, however, their
fault Gouoludiug, hesaid:
We or* now a united p« ople. and no one more de-
sires that we may coutlnue so. or will do more to
sccompllsh that result, tbsn myselt.
Three cheers were then given bv the crowd
for Goa. Grant, and three for Gen. Sheridan.
GENERAL.
Gen. Grant and party left Washing-
ten on the evening of Dec. 30 for the South
and Cuba and Mexico. Tho entire party on
the trip consists of Gen. and Mrs. Grant, Ool.
and Mrs. Fred Grant, Gen. and Mrs. Sheridan,
and Mrs. McKinley and Miss Felt, of Galena.
The New York Pw 6 //c compares De-
cember, 1879, withe December, 1S78, and also
compares the two years. Tho comparison
shows that the volume of business has in-
creased at every city except Han Francisco aud
Providence, and at the latter the gains for the
last two months have nearly overcome the
losses of all the other mouths of the year.
Two young Americans, George Green,
of Texas, and Frank Centre, of Boston, were
in a mail coach near Guonajuvto, Mexico, when
it was attacked by a band of thirty robbers
with Winchester rifieo. These \oung men
fought the whole baud, killed five, and
wounded several, compelling the others to re-
treat Green was slightly wounded.... The
work of taking tho census will begin shortly.
Gen. Walker, the Superintendent, has his list
of Supervisors almost complete— one for each
of the 158 census districts into which the
country has been divided.
Eleven survivors of tho foundered
believMtbe present time to be particularly
advautageous for carrying out such a refund-
ing plan, but has no faith at all in the practica-
bility of Fernando Wood’s scheme of refund-
ing at 3W per cent. interest, as he is certain
that bonds bearing that rate of interest could
not be sold ar par.
The following isa statement of United
States curi enCy outstanding at the end of the
year:
Old demand notes ...................... I ttl,850
Legal-tender notes, all issue* ........... 8-W.tMl.Ulfl
One-year notes ot IttB. . ................ 47.825
Two-year notes ot i8M ................. 18, W0
Two-year coupon note* ot 1803 ...... ,.. 2S..350
Compound-interest note* ........ . ...... # 252,670
Fractional currency, all Issues .......... 15,674,808
Total .............................. *388, 754,08$
The returns of the Bureau of Statis-
tics, which show tho gold values of the ex-
ports and imports of tho United States, have
been tabulated to Nov. 1. They show an enor-
mous excess of expor's, commencing with
January, 1878, and continuing without inter-
mission. The following table shows the ex-
cess of exports for each mouth. It will be seen
that there was a larger balance in our favor in
1878 than there is now:* 1878




May ......... 1 44,425.925
June ......... 1 55,054. 535| June...' ...... 115,086.611
1879.
January ...... § 25.898.554










250 miles off the Az res. The steamer found-
ered Dec. 23, and the rescued men rode ont
some very heavy weather in a life- boat, and
were constantly menaced by sharks.
A day’s casualties : An explosion in a
celluloid factory at Newark, N. J., killed four
men aud fatally injnred two others; the mail-
boat between Freeport aud Pensacola, Fla.,
exploded a boiler, killing the Captain and one
other and mortally scalding the engineer; the
Turner Hall, in East Fourth street, Now York,
was destroyed by fire, and four people suffo-
cated, several others who jumped iroin the
windows sustaining serious injuries; at La
Crosse, Wis., August Talbot, a quarryman,
brought a five-pound can of powder down-
stairs and placed it on a table near a lamp for
use early in tho morning, whereupon an ex-
plosion took place, terribly burning eight per-
sons who were sitting around the table.
The adoption of the cental system
has been received with so much hostility by
the Now York Produce Exchange that the Board
of Managers has resolved to recommend a
postponement of the experiment until the
necessary inatiocal and Btato legislation con
be obtained, and the principal commercial ex-
changes agree upon a time for its eimultanoons
adoption.
POLITICAL.
Several wagon-loads of arms and
ammunition were removed from the arsenal
at Bangor to Anguata, Me., on the 30th ult.
In response to the protests of a committee of
safety Gev. Garcelon said he had ordered
the transfer for tho purpose of testing
the loyalty of tho people of Bangor. He
would not call out the military unless forced to
do so by disturbances which the police cannot
control. The Fusionists held a meeting at
Portland in the evening, at which Congressmen
March and Ladd made speeches approving the
acts of the Governor ana Council.
The Pennsylvania Republican State
Central Committee has determined upon Feb.
4 as
tion. This action is interpreted
the hopes of Senator Btaine regarding the
Pennsylvania delegation. It is .believed
to mean Grant ____ A disnatjh from
Providence, It. L, says: “G;v. Van Z&ndt has
reconsidered his previous decision to accept
the Russian mission, and has declined prin-
jed^noTroobio pTrting Wtolhe *l•;couo, 0,1 O™
Cline's renebe eLp, Lm tllo ,h,! P081U°n'
ed in centals. The provision men
down tho tables of receipts, and tbo grain
refused to do business. Tho Board of Man-
agers decided, some weeks ago, to adopt the
cental system on the 1st of January, bustle
scheme received bitter op ixieition from the first
among members.
The death of Bishop Gilbert Haven,
of the Methodist Episcopal Chnrcb, is an-
nounce!. He died at tho residence of his
mother, in Malden, Mass., attar an illmss of
several weeks. He was conscious to the las'
and died surrounded by his family (a sou and
daughter) and . clergymen prominent in the
church. ' Bishop Havi n was 59 years old.
....Parnell, the Irish agitator, addressed an
assemblage of 8,000 people in Madis n Square
Garden, New York. He appealed for CDhtribu-
tions of money to be applied for two purposes,
the contributor to elect as between the two—
viz. : the alleviation of present distress growing
out of the famine in Ireland, and the promo-
tion of tho political movement having for its
object tho obtaining of permanent relief at the
hands of the British Government.
THS WEST.
Robert C. Wright, a prominent
Chicago merchant, and member of the firm of
Wright A Tyrrell, is dead.
Embry, editor of a Sunday paper at
Leavenworth, Kan., who some years ago shot
and' serionslv wounded D. R. Anthony, was
killed a few days ago,-m a saloon, by his part-
ner in businees.... At Alliance, Ohio, oa New
Year’s day, a party of eight boys skating fell
through the ioe. Three were drowned— Harry
Coatee, Charles Dorman and Charles Rankin.
The value of the mineral product
of California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington,
Idaho, Montana, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Dakota during 18<8 is placed at
$72,688,888.
During the first business day of the
new year, the Chicago bank clearings footed
up a grand total of $12,300,000, being the
largest day’s clearings on record in that city.
. . . .G. M. Berry, bookkeeper for the Sheriff
of Ban Franoi*co, is a defaulter to the amount
of $20,000. Ho was a dabbler in stocks.
Dispatches from the West state that
Gen. Hatch, of the Ute commission, left Lake
City for Fort Garland on the 2d inst, having
experienc d
Indiana at Cline’s ranche except
snow. He believes that Ouray was sin-
cere in all his negotiations and
that the murderers would have been
surrendered on demand if they had not been
convinced that tho people of Colorado in-
tended to lynch them before trial The Utes
have all left Loe Pinos and no farther devel-
opments are expected until tbo chiefs now
visiting Washington have returned. .....
A Washington telegram of the 4th inst. says:
“Ex-Gov. !I|nt, of Colorado, last night re-
ceived a dispatch confirmatory of the story al-
ready darkly hinted at— namely, that the fe-
males captured by the Utee were outraged by
their Indian captors. The Pneblo (Col ) Ch ief-
tain of New Year's day contained a card, cignod
by Mra Meeker, in which the crime is. charged
upon the Utea/
The mortality among the negro emi-
grants from North Carolina who lately arrived
in Indianapolis is very great Sixteen or
eighteen of the 100 in that city died last week
of dipththeria and scarlet fever.
The Cairo and Vincennes railroad
was sold at public sale by tho Master in Chan-
cery of the United States Court at Springfield,
III, lost week, to satisfy a judgment rendered
in favor of the bandholder*. The ro&d was
purchased b-* Joseph Drexel and Charles E.
Tracey, trustees of the English bondholders,
for the sum of $2,000,000.
THS SOUTH
A large party of colored people ar-
rived at Washington last week from North
Carolina, and left for Indiana. They were
comfortably clad, and had a large quantity of
baggage, including household effects. Alf had
purchased through tickets before starting oa
their exodus.... At Calf creek, Bearcy countv,
Ark., the boiler of Benjamin Taylor's saw-mill
exploded, killing instantly his son-in-law,
Wade Campbell, Wade Gnflin, Kennedy and
Burt Woodard.
The contract for the construction of
the Texas Pacific railroad from Fort Worth
to El Paso, a distance of 750 miles, has been
signed.... United States Senator Houston, of
Alabama, died lately at bis home in Athens.
A pleasant feature of Gen. Grant’s
tour through the South was his cordial recep-
tion by the people of tho little city of Fornan-
dioa, Flo. He was escorted by a committee
headed by Gen. W. G. M. Dan*, an officer in
the Confederate service, to the City Hall, which
had been nicely decorated with bunting and
semi-tropical plants. A large crowd of citi-
zens. pnuoipally colored, had assembled. Gen.
Davis delivered a speech of welcome, express-
ing the hope that thfs visit would result in
further uniting the people of all sections, and
stating that all the Sonth held the General in
good esteem as their friend. In reply Gen.
Grant said:
Gem. imvih and piTizEM* or Floiuda: It
affords me great pleasure to visit this State, which
1 do now for tr.e Hret time. I am greatly pleased
with the little I have seen of it thus far, and with
the cordiality of its dtizeos. who have welcomed
me most warmly. I am very glad to seo you all.
In the tour of the world which I hare made I saw
only that which strengthened me in my love of
country, and every section of it from Florida to
Hainu. The freedom a d liberty which you enjoy
August ....... 188,605.224
September... 209.337.659
October ...... 237,466 661
November ... 209.314 589
December... 305,‘/79.590
The consolidated report of tho receipts from
internal revenue for the five mou hs ending
Dec. 30, 1879, shows an aggregate increase
compared with the same period last yeai|of
$1,315,672.
The monthly debt statement, issued
on the 1st tnst., is os follows:
Six-pcr-cont. bouds ....... $273 400.550
Five-per cent, bond* ...... 6OS.44O.850
Four- and -a- half - per-cent
bonn* ................... 250.000,000
Fmi -])ei-c«Mit bond* ..... ?3S,49il.55.J
He uudiUgcertiticAles.... 2  55.41KI
Navy peutdon fund ...... l-I.IHH'.imu
Total coin bond* .................. $1.786, 080, 860
Matured debt ............ $ 14.691,9*6
la*g»l lender* ............ 340.742.306
Orti'icate* ot deposit... HI.2J6.00U
Fractional currency ____ 15.674.8U8
Gold aud * Iver certiti-
I cates ................. 21.050,010
CHOP REPORTS.
Total without interest ............ $ 893.71 1 .079
Total debt ........................... $2,195 090.466
Total I ntere* t ........................ 24.OU1.y53
Cash in treasury .................... 207,988,908
Debt to** cash in the treasury ........ $2,011 ,796,504
Decrease dunutf December ............ 4,261.217
Decrease since June 3U, 1879 .......... 15,408,751
CU BRENT LIABILITIES.
Interest due and unpaid ............. $ 291,718
Debt on which interest has ceased. . . 14,691,925
Interest thereon ...................... 99?, 060
Gold and ailver certificates .......... 21,050,010
United State* notes held for redemp-
tion of certificates of deposit ...... 10,245,000
Cash balance available Jau. 1, 1880.. 158.307,590
Gov. Cornell, of New York, was in-
augurated in tho new Capitol at Albany, on
Now Year’s day — Chief Justice Appleton, of
Maine, summoned all the Associate Justices of
tho Supremo Court to assemble in Bingor to
consider the questions propounded by Gov.
Garceflpn, and the conrt met on the 2d inst.
Thf Indiana Republican State Con-
vention will be held at Indianapolis on the 17th
of June.
Following is the call for the National
Republican Convention:
A National Convention of the Republican party
will meet at Chicago, Wedne* lay, the 2d day of
June next, for the nomination of candidates to be
supported for Pr.sident and Vice President at the
next election.
Republicans, and all who will co-operate with
them in *upportlug the nominee of the party, are
invited to choose two delegates from each Con-
gresaional district, four at large from each Htate,
two irora each Territory, and two from tho Dis-
trict of Columbia, to represent them in the con-
vention. J. D Camfbon, Chairman.
Thomas B. Keooh, Secretary.
A Washington telegram says:
“ Prominent Democratic politicians who have
recently returned from Now York say that the
belief is growing there that Horatio Seymour
would not only accept the Democratic Presi-
dential nomination, but that he really is a
candidate for it. The interview which was
recently telegraphed all over tho coun-
try is regarded as an indication that
Horatio Seymour would accept the
Democratic nomination if tendered him
with unanimity. The attitude of Senator Kor-
nan, Seymour s intimate friend, is referred to
as strengthening this belief.” ____ CoL Tom
Koogh, Secretary of tho Republican Cam-
paign Committee, expresses the opinion that
Senator Blaine will receive the nomination if
Gen. Grant does not
A Cleveland paper has interviewed
100 of the moat prominent Republicans of that
city as to the choice for President. Of these
seventy-two are emphatic in their choice.
Thirty-four of these latter are for Grant, nine-
teen for Sherman, and nineteen for Blaine.
The rest ore mostly indifferent as to which of
the three is nominated; while several are for
Garfield, one for Bristow, and one for Conk-
ling. Several were ontspoken against Grant
under any drenmstanoes.
WASHINGTON.
Small- pox has become so provelent
at Washington as to excite alarm on tho part
of the dwellers there. . . .The palatial residence
of ex-Senator Btewart, of Nevada, one of
the lees finest private mansions at
the tspital, has been partially de-
stroyed by fire.... A letter from Secretary
Sherman to Senator Morrill on the subject of
refunding is now made public. The Secretary
States that & total of 1772,761,700 of United
states bonds will become due and redeem-
able between now and the 1st day of July, 1881,
aud as it is plain that such an amount caimot be
paid off within tho next eighteen mobths he
has recommended that authority be granted
Total .............................. $ 207,963,903
AVAILABLE AHfcETS.
Cish in treasury .............. . ...... $ 207,98.3,903
Bonds issued to Pacific railway com-
panies, interest payable in lawful
money, principal outstanding ...... 64,628,512
Interest accrued and not yet paid.... 1,938,706
Interest paid by United States ........ 48,712,450
Interest repaid by transportation of
malls, etc .......................... 1.3,620,474
The sub-committee of the House
Military Committee, of which Gen. Joe Johns-
ton is Chairman, has matured a bill for tlie re-
organization of the army. It provides for a
reduction of the staff officers, and for an in-
crease of the enlisted men to 25,000.
Chief Justice Waite, in the Su-
preme Court of the United States, last week,
denied the motion of Senator Edmunds to take
the date of tho Republican State Conven- 1 up the legal-tender case eut of its regular order.
This action is interpreted as a blow to added that the court would refuse to grant
motions to advance cases involving imponant
constitutional questions so long as they could
not be heard before a full bench.
FOREIGN.
As the King and Queen of Spain
were driving through the gate of the Royal
Palace in Madrid, a few evenings ago, a young
man dressed as a workman fired a shot from a
revolver at the royal carriage, but his aim was
bad, and nobody was hurt The would-be as-
sassin, who is a mere boy, was arrested ____
It having been reported that the Czar had or-
dered the nobles to divide their property among
the peasants m Russia, and those on tho lands
of Count Behonvaloff seeing no signs of the
grand divide in their ease, a large number of
them attacked the castle of that diplomatist,
near St Petersburg, and sacked it
The official report of the North
British railway in regard to tho terrible calam-
ity from the break in the Tay Bridge says:
“The falling girders made a very clean break
from the portion standing. Almost the only
signs of smash are the onde of the rails oil
which tho trains ran, which are torn asunder.
The rails remaining are wrenched out of their
chairs for a few yards. f The British newspa-
pers t re unanimons in demanding that a searcb-
iog inquiry bo made into tho cause of the ac-
cident.
Gen. Sir Evellyn Wood, who fig-
ured in the Zulu war, will accompsny ex-Em-
presa Eugenie to Booth Africa on her
ful visit to the spot where her son wa
Unusual precautions are now taken
by tho Russian Czar to protect himself from
bodily harm. His Winter Palace in Bt. Peters-
burg is protected by & continnons chain of
policemen. Upon the rare occasions when tho
Emperor drives ont. he is surrounded by a
numerous escort, and the route ia cleared of
carriages and- horsemen..., A dispatch from
C&bnl nays tho military commission has reas-
sembled to try prisoners, ton of whom have
been sentenced to be hanged on the 30.h inst,
One was proved to have killed Jenkyns, Secre-
tary of Maj. Cavagnin’a Embassy.
Reports from every county in En-
gland show that last year’s crops were the
poorest gathered in that country in ten years.
Out of the 429 returns as to wheat only four rep
resent the yield as up to the average ..... Fresh
disturbances are reported in Ireland. In Gal-
way county the peasants and police came into
collision, aid in Mayo county an agent who
undertook tho eviction of a tenant was set
upon and severely .beaten.
WDtTEB WHEAT.
The December crop report of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture states that the preliminary
investigation poin'e to an increase of 12 per
cent in area sown in wmter-whc&t The only
States reporting a decline are Alabama, Missis-
sippi and Arkansas, in which the united wheat
area would not exceed that of some counties of
the Northwest. Ail the other States show an
increase, especially in spring wheat In tho
States of the Northwest tho winter wheat
acreage, however, is small, and hence their
increase, even of a very high ratio, does not
add materially to the breadth sown in the
country; bat many largo winter-wheat States
report a great mlargemeut: New York, West
Virginia, Ohio, and Michigan, each 7 per cent ;
Texas and Tennessee, 1U; Kentncayand Indi-
ana, 14; Miesouri, 10; Kansas aud Oregon. 20,
and Illinois. 22. There are quite general oom-
plainta of tne ravages of the Heesian fly in the
eirly-town crops, and of drought hindering the
germination in that later sown. Yet the crop
starts out, on the whole, under prospects con-
siderably above the average, especially in the
large winter-wheat Btitcs.
TOBACCO.
Final reports have not sensibly changed the
November estimate of this crop. The total
product of the country is within a small per-
centage of that of 1878, the gain being chiefla
in Kentucky, Touneeaeo and Connecticut; ana
the most serions loss is in Ohio and Missouri
As a whole, the quality is but slightly better
than that of last year’s crop, although the
improvemect is quite marked in several
States. Tho total crop of 1879 is estimated
at 384,059.659 pounds, valued at $21,545,501,
against 392.646,700 pounds, valued at $22,137,-
428, in 1878.
OATS.
Returns of this crop made Nov. 1 are con-
firmed by the report of December. The total
product of the oounti} is estimated at 351,253,-
(KW bushels this year, against 413,578,000 bushels
in 1878. The price, as returned on tho let of the
mouth, averaged 33.2 cents per bushel, against
24.6 last year at the same time, making the total
valuation this year, $120,855,000 against $101,-
945.000 in 1878.
POTATOES.
There is no change in the estimato of last
month. With an increase of 3 per cent, in
reage for this year, there is a yield of niuety-
ght bushels per acre, against sixty -nine bush-
els last year aud ninety-four bushels in 1877.
The total crop for the country is estimated at
181.369.000 bushels, wliicb, at the price returned,
43.5 cents average, wonld make in round num-
bers, $79,000, Out), against the valuation last
year of $73,050,000.
WINTER RYE.
The area in winter rye has fal'on off about 3
per cent, from last year. Now England, States
north of tho Ohio river, and the Pacific States
equal, or slightly enlarge, their last year’s
acreage. Texas is the only ono of tho Gulf
States in which this crop is of sufficient impor-
tance to attract attention. It reports an in-
crease of 19 per cent Other sections report
adminished breadth. The falling off in tho
Southern inland State* is fully one-fifth. The
condition of the crop ia about the average on
the whole, being above the average in a ma-
jority of the States reporting it
HAT.
The bay crop is about 10 per eont less than
that of 1878. New England and the Gnlf States
have slightly increased their product, bat all
the other secdons have declined. The heaviest
loss is in Southern inland States, which, taken
together, have fallen off 27 per cent The
drought in this section has fallen
with especial severity upon the gran
crop. The same disastrous influence
has been felt in the States north of the
Ohio, where the loss is 20 per cent , and the
Sonth Atlantic States, where it amounts to 17
per cent The Middle States, the largest hay-
producing region of the country, fall off 9 per
cent In the remaining sections the losses
have been mnch less, the Pacific States falling
off but 1 per cent The average price of hay
is about $9 24 per ton, against $7.21 in 1878.
The aggregate value will be over $325,000,000,
against $285,543,752 last year.
attend him, unless he would guarantee
a cure. He left a will bequeathing the
whole of his estate to his wife, who,
with his daughters, is earning a living
in Rhode Island as a domestic servant.
He separated from his wife a number of
years ago because she bought a silk,







A San Francisco printer, who has
been deaf for thirty years, now hears
as well as anybody. Seven weeks ago
he was troubled with pains in his head
while he was setting type. He de-
scribed these symptoms to his physi-
cian, who, having long made a specialty
of paralytic diseases, conceived the idea
that the deafness of his patient might
be the result of paralysis. The printer
refused to be treated, saying that he
had spent all the money he had ever
errned in useless endeavors to have his
deafness removed, and did not care to
make any further attempts in that di-
rection. But when the doctor offered
to treat him six months, if necessary,
free of charge, he consented to the
proposition. A species of liniment was
applied to his throat and ears. He was
given a mixture for gargling and sup-
plied with a little medicine for internal
use. This course of treatment was
continued for two or three days before
any effect became apparent. Previous
to this time he had been so deaf that
the discharge of a cannon within a few
feet of him did not disturb him. One
morning he was awakened by a sound
—tho first he had heard for thirty
years. He was delirious wit’> joy. He
dressea himself, kissed; the landlady,
shook hands with the landlord, and
slapped his fellow- boaiders on the
shoulder. It was some time before he
could explain the cause of bis ecstasy.
He pointed to his ears. He tried to
speak, but the organs of speech, inac-
tive for so many years, could not do his
bidding At last he made himself un-
derstood to the amazed bystanders, and
they knew that his noisy rejoicing was
occasioned by a partial restoration of
bis hearing. Since that time the phy-
sician has continned his wonderful
treatment, and the deafness of his pa-
tient is gradually disappearing.
Opinion of tho Supreme Court. Justice*
Following is a synopsis of the answer of the
Justicss of the Maine Supreme Court to the
series of interrogations submitted to them by
Gov. Garcelon:
1. The Governor and Council have no author-
i y to order a new election whun no proper re-
turn is made. The House mayvseat nu mbers
who have iu fact been elected, even if no re-
mraatall is . made to the Secretary of State.
A Representative is not to be deprived of his
seat because municipal officers have failed to-
do their duty.
2 The constitution calls for retarns which
sln.ll bo regular in all essential particulars, and
which truly represent the facts they purport to
sot forth. But much of the coneUtiuioual re-
quirements is merely directory.
3. Whi.o towns may have 'seven Selectmen,
most ot them have but three, and tho signature
of two of tliose is sufficient la tho case of
Boards of A.tlermen, a majority of a quorum,
though not a majority of the wilole, is compe-
tent 'o act
4. It is immaterial whether the returns from
a city show tho vme by wards or not It is not
necessary that each candidate’s name should
bo on mo returns, provided that tho votes re-
turned as scattering, however added or sub-
tracted, do not affect tho result. Votes re-
turned as scattering may have had that word
printed on thorn for all the Governor aud Coun-
cil know. Whore a plurality elects, an election
is Lot to be defeated because the whole num-
ber of ballots is erroneously stated, or not
stated at all
5 Returns are not valid unless s'gned by the
Town or City Ulerk, but a Deputy Clerk or
Clerk pro tern, would answer the purpose.
6. The Governor aud Council must act on
the basis of the returns as they are sent to the
Secretary of Stale. If they purport to tie made,
signed aud sealed in open meeting, tho Gov-
ernor and Council have no right to ascertain
whether they were so made or not
7. If returns are signed by two Selectmen,
the Governor and Council are not to inquire
whether the town had but two Selectmen or
not Tho signatures would be enough in cer-
tain cases, and the presumption Is iu favor of
tho return.
8. A person not a citizen may boa Selectman
de facto, and bind the t >wu as completely a* if
ho were a Selectman dc jure. So far as tho
public are concerned tho acts of a dc facto of-
ficer are as valid as those of a de jure officer.
9. In tho case of marked ballots, Selectmen
have tho right to reject them when offered, but
the statute forbids the rejection of a ballot after
it has been received* into the ballot-box. The
Selectmen have no business to report tho mat-
ter of marked ballots to tho Governor and
Council, and the latter have no right to pay
anv attention to such report or reference.
10. There can be no ground for rejecting the
word “ditto” or “do” or disregarding the
dots or marks that are in common uso as their
erNntntes.
11. Tho Governor and Council have no right
to reject returns on the ground that they are
not genuine, unless objection in writing is pre-
sented to them declaring that any or all the
signatures are not genuine, or ' that the return
hod been altered since it was made; then notice
should be given to tho parties interested, and
in investigating the case the Governor and
Council should be governed by the usual rulee
of evidence.
12. In case of duplicated returns, botb in
proper form, the first received must be the
basis of the action of the Governor and Council
If defective, they can be corrected according to
the statutes. Returns must have their full
effect if they are intelligible, in spite of trivial
irregularities.
The Young Idea Trying to Shoot.
The traditional young idea has been
trying to shoot in an unconventional
way from the benches of the North At-
tleboro (Mass.) Grammar School. A
timid lad lately left his seat in extreme
trepidation, and, being reprimanded
sharply by the teacher, gave this suc-
cinct explanation : M I can’t sit there
and have a seven-shooter pointed at
me.” The boy who was accused assert-
ed that it was only a pasteborrd pistol,
but when his breeches pockets were
searched the lie was crammed down his
throat. The seven-shooter was there,
with every chamber loaded.
THE MARKETS.
for refunding those bends at 4 per eent. He Pittsburgh Leader.
A Parrot Scattering Railroad Pas-
sengers.
At the Henry House, Meadville, there
is a parrot which is a source of great
annoyance to tyain men. When it sees
a freight train coming it will yell at the
top of its voice : “Switch off 1 Switch
off!” The enunciation is so distinct
that it not infrequently happens that
the train will be switched off to avoid a
supposed danger. The same bird, when
it sees a passenger train, will yell, “All
aboard?” and thereby cause a scattering
among the passengers, who, after sitting
in the cars for ten or fifteen minutes,
will discover that they have been sold.—
A Miser’s Miserable Life and Death.
Hugh McGlinn, proprietor of the
Rhode Island livery stable, on Fourth
street, died Tuesday afternoon, aged 60
years. The deceased left behind him
an estate valued at over $200,000.
McGlinn, it is stated, acquired his large
fortune by leading an extremely pe-
nurious existence, and denying himself
even tho common necessaries of life.
He occup ed himself in the most menial
employments abont his establishment,
and he devoted himself to tho making
and hoarding of money. For yearsTio
occupied a loft in his stable, where he
died. He was nnable to read or write, and
was obliged to intrust the management
of his business to an agent. In bis last




Bkxvxs ........ r. ....... . ......... $0 25 ®10 25 .
Hogs .............................. 4 80 (9 6 201
Cottom ..... . .................... 12>4(9 12*
Flour— Superfine ................. 6 60 C'i 6 88
Whzat— No.2, .................... 153 @159
Cobh— Western Mixed ............. 60 ( C 64
Cato- Mixed ...................... 61 & 62
Rrx-Weatem ..................... 94 @ 96
Pork— Meaa ....................... 13 G2)4@12 76
Laud .......... .. ................... 7}{@ 8
CHICAGO.
Bktvxi— Choice Graded Steer* ..... 4 70 @ 6 25
Cow* and Heifer* ........ 2 SO @ 8 60
Medium to Fair .......... 4 00 @ 4 85
Hooa ............ .................. 8 75 @ 4 80
Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex. . . 6 50 @ 7 00
Good to Choice BpriugEx. 5 75 @ 6 00
Whxat— No. 2 SprinR .............. 181 @182
No. 8 Spring .............. 1 15 @ 1 10
Cokh-No. 2 ...................... 40 @ 41
OATa-No.2 ....................... 84
Rye— No. 3 ........................ 80
Barlxy— No. 2 .................... 89
Butter— Choice Creamery ........ 28
Er, a a- Fresh ...................... 18
Pork— Meaa ...... t ................ 13 25 @13 40
Lard .............................. 7&@ 7«
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 1 ..................... 131 @182
No. 2 ..................... 1 30 @ 1 81
Cork-No. 2 ...................... 89
Oat*— No. 2 ....................... 85
Rye-No. 1 ........................ 79
Barley— No. 3 .................... 77
BT. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall...., ....... 1 86 @ 1 87
Corn— Mixed ...................... 86 @ 87
Oat*— No. 3 ....................... 88 @ 87
Rye ............................... 81 @ 82
PoRE-Mea* ....................... 18 25 @13 50
Lard .............................. 7K@ 7*
CINCINNATI.
WRAT»«a«*e«« •••••• ••••«•••*••••• 1 86 ^ ^
Cobh ..................... : ....... 40 @ 42
Gate .............................. 88 @ 89p__ oi /ft) 93
Ponx— Meaa ....................... 18 25 @18















1 89 @1 40
No.ftRed ....... ... ...... 1 40
@141
Corn -No 2 .................... 40 @ 41
Oats— No 2 ..................... 88 & 89
DETROIT.
625 @776






1 10 @ 1 50
Cattle— Best ............ .. ........ * "j





Hooa ..............................Buzz? ........ ... ......
INDIANAPOLIS.










Pork— Clear...., ................. 14 50 @15 00
Ifcllaittl ^ils
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Scribner & Co. are said to Lave of-
fered Raskin $400 for a short article on
the Cathedral of St. Mark’s, at Venice,
and $1*000 to Browning, the poet. Both
refused the work.
The committee appointed by the
Governor of New Hampshire to investi-
gate the cattle disease in that State
reports that it is not pleuro-pneumonia,
but that it was induced by local causes,
and is not contagious.
The extent to which Nihilism is under-
mining the empire in Russia, and the
terror which its secret operations in-
spire, is disclosed by St. Petersburg
dispatches announcing that it is pro-
posed to decree especial penalties for
the punishment of those who propagate
Nihilist docUines in the army.
The active sympathy of rich resi-
dents of New York was arouaed by the
pitiful story of one Howard, who, hav-
ing been arrested for theft, claimed that
he was forced to the commission of the
crime in order to procure bread for his
starving family. When his story was
made public the Howards were nearly
killed with kindness, but it turns out
that the chap was a thief, whose picture
ornamented the rogues’ gallery.
It has just been learned that if the
Afghan rebels had whipped the British
they would have stipulated, as a basis
of peace, the return of the English to
India, a promise that the Ameer should
be restored, and that two officers of the
army should be deUvered to them as
hostages for the fulfillment of the
pledges. The sweeping victories of the
British deprived the mutineers of an
opportunity to present this cheerful
proposition to the invaders.
Bazaine, of the unfortunate history,
is now a man without a country. The
glory of his Mexican campaign, success-
ful so far as he was concerned, was
wiped out by the surrender of Metz.
Sentenced to be shot os a traitor, Mac-
Mahon spared him his life, but con-
demned him to prison, whence he es-
caped through the devotion of his
wife. Now he asks permission to visit
France to settle some military affairs,
but it is denied him. Life is very dear,
but it would have been better for Ba-
zaine had he perished at Metz or in
Mexico.
ladies should not be permitted to hear
the debates. “Then,” said Mrs. Lang-
don, “if you will let me know when you
next intend to speak, I will make up a
party of ladies, and we will go and hear
you.” It was done, and the galleries
have always since been graced by their
presence. _
Scant respect was shown the mem-
ory of Nathan Hale, the American, who
during the war of the Revolution, per-
ished on a British scaffold as a spy, but
for Major Andre a monument is erected
by a snobbish American. Andre is
represented as a pattern of the virtues,
who happened to be caught in one of
meanest transactions of the war, and
strung up for his part in the business.
He was young, adventurous and well
connected, but, if a recently published
letter, written at the time of the Brit-
ish occupation of Philadelphia, states
the truth, he lacked the honesty of
even a Hessian. He was quartered at
the house of Dr. Franklin, to whose
care some very valuable books had been
sent from France for the Philosophical
Society, and he carried them off in spite
of the remonstrances of an Italian who
represented to him the chivalric con-
duct of Gen. Kuyphausen, of the Hes-
sians, who, occupying Gen. Cadwal-
lader’s house, scrupulously returned all
the property which he had carefully
scheduled, even to the wine in the
cellar, and paid for the use of the house.
The man who proposed to steal an
American fort, through the treachery of
a General, wouldn’t hesitate to commit
the larceny of a few books.
SABBATH BEAD1N&
The Word.
Voice of the Holy Spirit, making known
Man to Mnuell a wiinrs* swift and sure;
W*rnin*, approving, true, and wiae, and pure,
Counsel and Knidance that mlsieadeth none!
By Thee the mystery of life is read ;
The picturf-writing of the world's aray seers,
The myths and parables of the primsl years,
Whose letter kills, by l baa interpreted
Take healihful meauinas fitted to our needs;
And, tn the soul's vernacular, express
1 he common lawf f simple righteousness.
Hatred ot cant and noubt of human creeds
May well be felt; the unpardonable tin
Is to deny the Word of Ood within •
Johjc G. WurrnRi.
The case of Cashier Barron, the
Treasurer of the Dexter (Me.) Savings
Bank, is once more thrust into public
notice. It may bo remembered that on
the evening of Feb. 22, 1878, he was
found, gagged and dying, in the vault
of his bank. Much ado was made about
the matter, and he was declared by the
people of Dexter, and by the press of
the country, to have been a martyr to
his fidelity. About a year afterward
the officers of the institution claimed
thpt they had discovered that Barron
was a defaulter, and that the books
showed that fact. A good deal of un-
favorable comment was aroused, and
the prosecuting officials severely cen-
sured. Nothing effective came of the
affair, however. Since then the bank
officers have had an expert in book-
keeping at work, and it is asserted that
indubitable evidence has been discov-
ered that Barron was a defaulter to the
amount of $4,796.82, and Barron’s es-
tate is to be sued for the amount. The
case is one of the strangest in criminal
history. Barron has been lauded to the
skies, contributions raised for his fam-
ily, and a memorial church erected in
honor of the fidelity which it was be-
lieved he had exhibited. It is no easy
matter to destroy this opinion of the
public ; still, if it is erroneous, if the
man was a thief, it should be known.
•
But, was he a rascal?
The Elephant Disappearing.
Considerable interest attaches to a
question which has just been put by a
Sheffield worker in ivory. He desires
to know whether elephants shed their
tusks, as, if not, upward of 1,280 of
these magnificent beasts must have
been killed to supply his manufactory
alone with ivory used last year. The
i answer to his query is unfortunately
When m Thad” Stevens was a young ' that before the tusks can be obtained
ness and power, controlled by the
Spirit and fitted to the final state. “We
look for the Savior, the Lord Jesus
Chiist, who shall change our vile body
that it may be fashioned like unto His
glorious body.” The fall of man brought
rain to body as well as soul Salvation
is not complete till body, as well as soul,
is redeemed.— CAuro A Helper.
ICHIGAN SEWS.
A writer in the New York Medical
Journal, a few months ago, under the
head of “Gun-shot Wounds,” mentioned
by way of illustration that he was in
Yokohama, Japan, at the same time that
Mr. Seward was there on his trip
around the world, a short time before
his death. The writer had occasion to
examine Seward’s jaw as a dentist, and
found that the part of the lower jaw
injured by the assassin’s blow was in
such a condition that it was useless for
mastication. Dr. Gunning, who per-
formed the operation on the wounded
jaw of the Secretary in 1865, took um-
brage at this publication, and sued for
$25,000 for libel.
lawyer in the Pennsylvania courts, he
once lost his case by what he consid-
ered a wrong ruling of the Judge.
Disgusted, he banged his law books on
the table, picked up his hat and started
for the door, with some vigorous words
an elephant must be slaughtered, and
herein is found a subject for very seri-
ous reflection. Numerous still in Cey-
lon, though by no means so plentiful as
they were a few years ago, and without
doubt existing also in large numbers
in certain parts of Africa, the elephant
How Murtiii Luther Wan Cored.
Ordinarily the great reformer Luther
was less liable to doubts and gloom of
spirit than his friend Melancthon. But
he was a man of terrible impetuosity;
and when he did fall into a fit of dark-
ness he drove all before him.
At one time, when danger threatened,
and nothing seemed to prosper in the
mighty work he was doing, he became
so despondent that his friends were
alarmed. He did not sit and mope as
other men do when they are melan-
choly, for Luther was not one of the
silent kind.
It was this fact that made his mood
dreadful. He was like a strong steed
running with a broken rein. His
strange actions and bitter words led
some to fear that his great labors and
burdens had shaken his reason.
His fellow- reformers and his best
friends (some of them rich and power-
ful ones) shook their heads and said,
“We must get Doctor Martin out of
the way. He needs rest. Who knows
but he'll say or do something to wreck
the whole cause?”
This time, however, they were puz-
zled to know how to manage it. Once
they had shut him up a year in Wart-
burg Castle to save his own life. It
seemed absurd enough to think of shut-
ting up Luther to save the reforma-
tion. But they must do something.
It was hardly safe now, as it usually had
been, to let him alone till his grand
faith worked itself out of its eclipse.
• Finally they concluded to try a
method common among the old proph
ets, who often taught and rebuked
great men by enigmas and parables.
Luther’s wife, the good and gentle
Catherine Bora, was taken into confi-
dence, and her love and soheitude for
him made her, no doubt, the best per-
son who could have been chosen to ad-
minister medicine to the gloomy man’s
mind.
The next time Luther went to his
house, he found it silent. To miss his
welcome at the door was a surprise to
him, and changed the current of his
thoughts a little. Men in sour humors
will say there is nothing bright, but
they never like to be taken at their
word.
He went through the rooms seeing
no one, till he reached the parlor, and
there his wife sat dressed in deep
mourning, and weeping as if her heart
would break.
“Why, Kate, what is the matter?”
asked Luther, now thoroughly startled.
No answer but sobs and tears.
“Is the baby dead?” thinkiug of his
youngest child, who had been ailing.
“ No — worse than that — a great deal
worse— I thought you knew,” and then
a fresh burst of tears.
“ Kate— wife 1 what in the world can
you mean ? Tell me quick 1” exclaimed
the astonished reformer.
“O husband, hasn’t the awful news
reached you ? Haven’t you heard that
our heavenly Father is dead, and His
cause in the world has all gone to
rain?”
The horrified expression on Luther’s
face changed at once. He stood a mo-
ment looking at his wife, and then he
began to shake with laughter. He
laughed as loud, and as long, and as
heartily, as he had ever laughed in his
life— and that is saying much, for nat-
urally Martin was a very merry-hearted
man.
“Ah, Kate, Kate, my good wife,” he
said presently, “I read your riddle.
God is not dead, but I have acted as
though He were. You have taught me
a good lesson.”
And Martin Luther never forgot the
lesson his wife taught him, when she
showed him his olack fancies in their
own absurd funeral dress.
The amount disbursed bv the institu-
tions by classes were as follows :
Educational—
Current expenses ........... f2JS.fi68.Bl
Building and special . flBJStJS
ToUl .................... f Wl .(Ml .70
For A'jlums—
Current expenses ............ f SN.ttS »H)
Building and special ........ 63,01-5 70
Total ..... i ............ $ 318.117.70
Reformatories—
Current expenses ........... $J5,4.7!R48
Building and special ........ S8.iM8.01
- * — 1'- «- ; fttryaSWeat. &
his dignity was assailed, rose impres-
sively and said : “Mr. Stevens I” Mr.
Stevens stopped, turned *nd
bowed deflerentially. “Mr. Ste-
vens,” said the Judge, “do you in-
tend by such conduct to express your
contempt for this court?” And Ste-
vens,' with mock seriousness, answered :
“ Express my contempt for this court?
No, sirl I was trying to conceal it,
your Honor?”
*A Washington correspondent recalls
the generally-forgotten fact that to
Mrs. Langdon, of New Hampshire,
whose husband was a member of Con-
gress, are the ladies indebted for per-
mission to listen to the debates and
proceedings of that body. They had
been originally excluded from the gal-
leries, but when the famous Jay treaty
was brought home there were heated
debates in the House for and against its
ratification. One night at a party Mrs.
Langdon expressed her regret to Fisher
Ames, of Massachusetts, that she could
not hear the arguments, and especially
his speeches. Mr. Ames gallantly re-
plied that he knew of no reason why
strength, endurance and intelligence,
and the services he renders in times of
war, as well as peace, wAuld alone more
than reword a great effort on his behalf.
Quite apart from the fact that when he
goes the supply of ivory ceases, too,
there is also the grave consideration of
his loss os a means of locomotion and
transport. It is well known that he
does not breed in captivity, and it is,
therefore, only in a wild state that the
species can be preserved. The destruc-
tion of more than 1,200 of his kind for
one knife-making firm implies a huge
and serious waste.
A Suggestion for Whist Players,
In Ids new book on “Whist,” Caven-
dish gives an admirable method of shut-
ting up a nuisance who is to be met
with at three tables out of four. This
is the “ If you had” partner, who, after
every hand, informs you that “ If you
had done so and so, we should have
made so and so.” This is the remedy :
“ My favorite retort to him is to ask if
he has ever heard the story of ‘ your
uncle and your aunt? ’ If he has, he
does not want to hear it again, and is
silent. If he has not, and innocently
falls inlo the trap by expressing a de-
sire to hear it, I say, in a solemn voice :
‘If your aunt had been a man she
would have been vour uncle.’ r— London
Truth.
The Second Coinmundnient.
The second commandment not only
forbids worshiping graven images, but
it forbids making them. At the time
when the commandment was given the
tendency to the worship of images was
so strong that even the making of them
could not be allowed. That danger hav-
ing passed away from us, the prohibition
has passed away for us, for the divine
precepts are not arbitrary, but reason-
able. When a dangerous road has
been repaired, tne sign, “ No passing
here,” is taken away. So we read the
commandment, “ Thou shalt not make
any graven image;” we respond,
“Lord, incline our hearts to keep this
law ; ’’ and we fiill our houses with statu-
ary. The spirit of the law has passed
into other forms, prohibiting idols of
the imagination, idols of the iutellebt,
especially all religious views, practices,
notions and doctrines that are unworthy
of God, or dishonorable to Him.— Dr.
J. M. Whiton.
Keiarrectlon.
We believe that Christ was not only
buried, but rose from the dead the third
day. He rose with a material l>ody
identical in a true sense with the body
as it was before He died, and yet om-
nipotently changed to incorruptible-
ness and power, and fitted for the full-
ness of the Spirit and a state of glory.
We believe that Christ will come again
the second time in that very resurrec-
tion body, and raise up His people with
a like literal real body of incorruptible-
It is estimated that over 1,000 deer
were killed Alpena county alone.
A company is being formed in Bay
City, for the purpose of manufacturing
paper from prairie grass.
At the rate copper is being forwarded
from Marquette by rail there bids fair
to,be but a small accumulation for the
boats next spring.
Three large red foxes, which for some
time past have been gorging themselves
on Leoni poultry, were lately caught by
John Ramsdell.
The Calhoun county Supervisors
have decided to submit the question of
erecting a new jail, at an expense of
$25,000, to the people at the spring
election.
The annual meeting of the executive
committee of the Michigan State Agri-
cultural Society will be held at the
Michigan Exchange, Detroit, on the
12th of January.
The twenty-eighth annual meeting of
the Michigan State Teachers’ Associa-
tion was held last week at the capital,
with many prominent teachers present
from all parts of the State.
The bursting of a flue of a locomo-
tive on the Chicago and Grand Trunk
railroad, three miles west of Battle
Creek, killed Fireman Fralick aud se-
riously scalded Engineer Burrall and
Brakeman Strong.
At Big Rapids, in this State, John
Gratton aud Frank Tanner got into a
quarrel in a saloon about some raffle-
tickets, and Gratton followed Tanner
and stabbed him several times, inflict-
ing wounds from which death resulted.
Dr. William Bronson died suddenly
one morning last week, it is supposed
of heart disease. He retired as well as
usual the night before. He was a
graduate of several European colleges,
and had lived there many years.
On going to the barn one morning
last week D. B. Harrington was some-
what surprised at not finding his horse.
After diligent search, he chanced to go
up stairs and there ho found his horse
comfortably quartered in the hay-loft.
With some assistance the horse fell
down stairs and landed at the bottom
without even being bruised.
Mrs. Lucy Karney, an old colored
lady, died recently in Lansing, at the
residence of her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Charles .Reeves, after having attained
the age of 117 years 11 months and 27
days. She was born at Freehold, Mon-
mouth county, N. J., Jan. 2, 1762, and
was a slave for fifty-five years. She
was not a nurse to George Washington,
but remembered distinctly to have seen
the General after the battle of Mon-
mouth and on several other occasions.
A case of peculiar interest, out of
which recently sprang a suit without
any precedent in American jurispru-
dence, u now on the docket of the
United States Circuit Court ut Detroit,
being the suit of Ephraim 8. ohnson,
of New York, to recover title to 940
acres of land in Genessee county,
Mich., entered by his father in 1838
and wrongfully sold in 1849 by Elijah
Stanton, as guardian for the minor
heirs of the elder Johnson, then de-
ceased.
The log product of the streams in the
Saginaw district shows as follows for
1879, with comparisons:Year. Feel.
1875 ................................... 634,848,701




Logs held back at present and in boom,
137,651,320 feet* hauled to Saginaw
mills by rail, 19,495,959 feet; manufact-
ured lumber at inland points in the dis-
trict, 100,000,000 feet, making a grand
total for 1879 of 1,036,061,106 feet.
State Audltor'M Report.
The receipts of the State from all
sources during the year, as shown by
the report of the Auditor General,
amount to $2,225,812.77, and the dis-
bursements for all purposes for the same
period were $2,019,885.59. The receipts
exceed the disbursements by $215,-
927.18. The balance in the treasury
Sept. 30, 1878, was $400,340.35, and on
Sept. 30, 1879, $606,267.53. The bond-
ed debt has been reduced during the
year $46,000. The outstanding bonded
indebtedness is $913,149.97. Of this
amount only $890,000 is interest-bear-
ing, which is payable through the sink-
ing fund, and in this sinking fund is
$904,020.18. The State is practically
out of debt, for if the bonds could be
purchased at a reasonable premium they
would all be retired at once. The
amounts received by the several classes
of State institutions during the year
are shown by the following. The re-
ceipts for the year were :
E .acAtional —
From 8Ut® Treimirer ...... 9228.802.32
From other ounces ........ 98,029.52
Total ..................... | 826,931.84
For Asylum*—
From BUte treasury ........ $176,619.29
From other sources ......... 168.31.36
Total... ................ ... 9 323,972.65
For Reformatorlee-
From State treasury ........ 9I!‘-U,M-84
From other sources ......... 105,770.42
Total ...................... | 800,174.76
For Miscellaneous—
From State tnuury ........ 9 49.500.00
From other aources ......... 43.139.42
Total ...................... 9 92.639.4 J
Total receipts..! .......... 91,044,218.07
Total ...................
MUce laaeous—
Current expeuaea ........... 9 06,606.30




b ox bills from the State treasury,
i pavments for the support of insane, '
keying convicts to State prisons,
, are given by oonnties that have re-
Total disbursements.... | 971,519.27
The Auditor deals a light blow to the
advocates of the system of paying every
class f .The * * *• —
conv ng
etc.,
oeived the benefits, and the entire
amount is apportioned to the several
counties, so that the amount paid in
State tax in each oountv appears to il-
lustrate the fairness oftnisplan. One
county pays in State tax $8,580.89, and
receives as an offset $1,988.42. The
usual $300 has been reoeived daring the
year under act 226, laws of 1875. “This
would indicate that but one person had
traveled in Michigan during the entire
year soliciting orders for liquors to
be shipped into this State by a person,
copartnership, association or corpora-
tion not resident in this State. Is not
this law a farce.” The gentlemen who
operate under act 228, laws of 1875, as
amended by act 197, laws of 1877, make
a far better showing, viz: Under this
law there were 122 manufactories, 66
wholesale and 4,015 retail dealers. The
tax paid by the manufacturers was $7,-
822.36. The tax paid by the wholesale
dealers was $18,783.51. The tax paid
by the retail dealers was $351,910.38.
Total tax paid by all, $373,416.25.
Amount of interest paid, $1,072.93. Tax
and interest paid, $374,489.e8. Amount
of uncollected tax, $35,545.61.
This class of liquor tax is not paid to
the State treasury.
Stathdics of the Presidency.
The following is an analysis of the oc-
cupancy of the Presidential office from-
the organization of the Government un-
der the Federal constitution to the end
of the present term, showing the length
of service of the incumbents and the
States of which they were residents :
It will be seen that the Eastern States
elected three of their citizens to that
high position, serving one term each.
The Middle States elected two and
inherited a fraction of a term by the
demise of a Southern President. T he
Western States elected four, who, if
death lad not interposed, would have
held the office twenty-four years, but
by the decease of two early in the
terms for which they were chosen a
Virginian and a Tennesseean reduced
the period nearly eight years. The
Southwestern States elected three,
whose service, with nearly a full term
by another inheritor, made over seven-
teen years.
The scepter departed from the
Southern States proper when Jackson,
who was more of a Western than a
Southern man, was elected, but it had
its rale in the chief magistracy for
more than thirty-six years— every in-
cumbent being a Virginian!
Assuming that the Eastern and Mid-
dle States bear a similar relation to
each other, politically, as that of the
Western and Southwestern, the latter
have been the most favored and have
had the President for more than thirty-
three years, while the former aggregate
not quite twenty-three. So, too, the
Western States exceed the Eastern-
sixteen to twelve. Strangely enough,
the two largest States of both the
other localities are the only ones favored
—New York and Pennsylvania and Ohio
and Illinois.
Southern Htate*. Htate*. Date*. Ya.lJo.
George WaahlDgton.,.Virginia... 17MM7W 8
ibomM Jeffeinon.....Virginia....1H)1-1W9 8
JauifH Madiaon ...... .1809-1817 8
Jciuea Monroe ....... .Virginia... 1817-1825 8
John Tyler* ........... Virginia....1841-1845 3 ii
Houthweatern States.
Andrew Jackson ..... . .Tenn ...... .1829-1837 8
Jamea Knox Polk ____ .1645-1849 4
Ztchiry Taylor ...... .1849-1850 1 4
'Andrew JohnaonV....Ttnn ...... .1866-1669 3 11
Western Htate*.
Wm. Henry Harrlaon. .Ohio .......1841-1841 1
Abraham Lincoln ____ . 1861-1865 i
Ulyasca H. Grant ..... .1869-1877 8
Rutherford B. Hayes ..Ohio .......1KT7 1881 4
Middle Stales.
Mr.rtin Van Buren... .1837-1841 4
Millard Fillmore......New York.. 1*0-1 f53 2 H
Jamea Buchanan.... .1857-1861 4
Eastern Stale*.
John Adama ...........Mas* .......1797-1801 4
John (Juincy Adam*. . . Ma*a .......1823-1829 4
Franklin Pierce ...... ..N.H .......1853-1857 4 ••
Total ............
UCAPITCLATIOM.
Middle and Eastern State* ........ 22 8





As an example of the distinguished
manner in which Indian matters are
managed from Washington, it is appro-
priate to mention the foot that a single
shipment of 1,200 pitchforks was made
to the Santee Indians. As the entire
Santee band at the agency does not
number over 600, the people will realize
rosity whit
missioncr exhibits in his dealings with
the extreme gener  ch the Oom-
these people. Through the liberality of
Hayt every Santee back, squaw and
papoose will be given two pitchforks
with which to make their hay. When
they are using one the other can be
hung in the parlor over the piano, and
when the head of the family calls his
flock about him for morning prayerahe
can point to it as typical of the good-
ness of this Government, and comment
npon the strong resemblance which ex-
ists between the pitchfork and Carl
Schurz, the lesser great father. —
Yankton Press.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Satukday, Jan. 10, 18&0.
IS BENHAX CRAZY, MAD, OR BOTH!
In the issue of the Grand Haven Herald
of last week we find an article in which
he attacks us personally in such a vile
manner together with Mr. Bilz, editor of
the Spring I/ikt Republican, and also in a
business capacity, that we are bound to
reply.
Ever since Mr. Benham has had charge
of the Hera'd we have noticed that he con-
ducted his paper in such a weak, lazy,
“wishy-washy” manner, that it became
painfully apparent to his best friends, not
alone, but to those who have the Republi-
can party at heart in this county. It was
this inaction that made the publication of
the Republican possible and leasible, and
as soon as we heard ot its birth we hod
our say about it, in a decent manner, how-
ever. This roiled the old Grondmother up
considerable, and has hated the News
ever since. But since we have managed
to prevent him from botching a job for
the county, by openly going with samples
before the Board of Supervisors, and thus
procuring the work on merit of work-
now he is positively mod— so mad, in fact
—that he reveals himself completely to
friend and foe; and in order to "go for
us,” he addresses us with a lie on bis lips,
and announces that he will now inaugu-
rate a cut-throat business.
To answer the vile epithet burled at our
person is the easiest to answer of all. We
simply refer you to the record of the State
of Michigan, taken from the United States
records on file, in printed volumes, iu the
Court House, in your city. After you
have read that, then blush and compare
3'ourself with the outside of a balogna
sausage, a whited sepulchre, an infernal
hypocrite, etc.
He goes on in his article and announces
for how pusilanimous a figure he is going
to publish leg:d notices, (provided he can
get them) in order to kill off the Republican
and the Holland City News. With this
boastful attempt, he overshoots his mark,
however, but hurts himself the most; for
the simple reason that Mr. Benham was
making lots of money by getting full pay
for Probate Notices which naturally tell
to him (politically speaking) from the
desk of the Judge of Probate; but now
ihat he announces that he will publish a
five-dollar notice for one dollar— he inev-
itably makes the people ask the advantage
of that offer from the Judge of Probate,
and thus bars the Judge of procuring five
dollars for hit one-doll ar advertisement.
(We hope Judge Tate, being a political
associate of crazy Benham, will relish the
cut throat scheme; or, reject the Herald
entirely as an advertising medium.)
As to private contracts, the old grand-
mother may call the “grapes sour.”
Your cut-throat offer will not effect any of
the lawyers with which we deal. So they
been living on an island, (so to speak— ns
it were) but repairs are being made os fast
as possible and most all the roads were
calculated to be passable again to-day.
The authorities of the Township of Hol-
land estimate the damage to bridges and
roads in their township at $2,000. The
water was higher in and around the city
than the oldest settler has any recollection
of. Among the features of the flood
which were related ns ludricous is the
floating away of Butknu & Van Zoeren’s
slaughter house, likewise Ranter’s boat-
house; and many other mishaps. From
the country we hear of one young man
who was not aware of the bridge being
partly gone— thought it was covered with
water like the rest— and rode (horseback)
right into the roaring stream. He thought
he was gone, he says, but clung to. his
horse which swam ashore ,with him. We
heard of another man, who was out driv-
ing- with his “baby mine,” missed the
bridge, and with difficulty pulled his love
out of the muddy water, tearing all her
clothes into shreds. His horses would
have drowned in the mean time, if they
had not been suspended with their neck-
yoke on a beam of the biidge. He con-
siders himself very lucky to get off so easy.
From all around we hear similar reports,
too numerous to mention in detail. JA dis-
patch from Grand Rapids to the Chicago
Timet, Jan. G, says: “ The high water in
Grand river carried away the bridge at
Lamont yesterday. .Booms containing
one million five hundred thousand feet of
logs, belonging to C. C. Comstock, broke
yesterday, and the logs went down the
stream, involving a loss to the Boom com-
pany of $10,000. Five bridges on the
Grand Rapids and Newaygo railroad were
carried away, and no trains are running
on that road. Six bridges over Mill creek
were also swept away. The damage to
bridges and dams on Rough river is esti-
mated at $20,000. In Sparta township
every bridge was either damaged or car-
ried away, and a large number of cattle
were drowned. Bridges in Alpine were
injured to the amount of $3,000. Many
dams and fences were carried off. Several
hundred men are engaged in rebuilding
and repairing bridees on the line of the
Grand Rapids and Indiana railroad.—
Traffic can not he resumed between this
place and Howard City before Saturday.
The dam at the old mill at Rockford, the
dam at Edgerton, and eight dams on
House's creek were carried down the
streams.”
Tit EKE is a tea plantation in George-
town, F. C., which is paying its owner a
profit. . ,
“A FIXED FACT.”
And It Is Beyond All Contro*
versy.






mi is, - - - isi \mim street,
CHICAGO, ILIi.
We only want good farmer*, who have from $3T0
ot $600, or tho*e who have money to build saw-
mills, shingle mills, stave mills, furntture factories,
tanneries, wairgon factories, etc., and for such per-
sons extraordinary Inducements will be offered.
Call or write me as above.
84— 1  C. W. McLEAN.
TRUTHS.
HOP BITTERS,
(A Medicine, not a drink,)
HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE, .
DANDELION, -
And tue Purest and Best Medical Quali-
ties or ALL OTHER BlTTEKS.
THEY CURE
All Diseases of the Stomach. Bowels,
Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Urinary Or-
gans, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,
Female Complaints and Drunkennttt.
•lOOO in Gold
Will be paid for a case they will not
cure or help, or for anything impure
nr injurious found in them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and
free hooks, and try the Bitters before
you sleep. Take no other.
Hop Gough Cure and Pain Relief is
the Cheapest, Surest and best.
For sale by J. O. DOESBURG.
Chancery Sale.
STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court l?>r
the county of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Jan Panels. Jacob Van Putten, Johannes')
Dykema. Maria Kanters. Maaike Plugger
an ii fant under the age of 21 years, by
Gerrit Van Pchelven her next triend,
Elizabeth Oggel, and Wilhelmiua Kruid-
enler, complainants.vs. V
Cornelius Keppel, Jennekc Kenpel. Hcr-
manus Gczon. Aaltje Gezon, Jacob den
Herder. Jacob R. Seheper*. ami Aaltje
Van den Boer Visser, executrix of the
estate of Michael P. Visser. deceased,defendants. J
In pursuance and by virtue ot a decree of said
Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa, in « hancery,
made in the above entitled cause, on the twenty-
fourth day of March. A D. 187!l. Notice is hereby
given that on the Twentieth day of Jan-
uary, A. I). 1880. at one o’clock in the afternoon,
at the front door of the court house, in the city of
Grand Haven, in said county, I. the subscriber, a
Circuit Court commissioner in and lor said county,
will sell at public auction to the highest bidder,
the lands and premises described in said decree,
viz.: All that certain piece or parcel of lavd situate
in the citv of Holland in the county of Ottawa ami
State of Michigan, and described ns follow*, to-
wit: Sixty feet front oflot numbered five in block
numbered 34 in the city of Holland, according to
the reerded map thereof.
Dated November 2t»lh, 18711.
A REND VI98CHER.
Circuit Court Commissioner, In and for Ottawa
countv. Mich.
P. II. McBRIDE, Complainant’s Solicitor.
•I3-7w.
Mortgage Sale.
have expressed themselves. They are dis-
gusted with your method of revenge. We
feel safe in saying that you will not find
three respectable lawyers in the counly
who will avail themselves of the opgot-
tiinity to kill off newspapers.
But in all this you show the people of
the county who you are— a moslcouceited
fool.
It is by publishing such articles that the
people can see why it is, that, if Mr. Ben-
ham reports the doings of the Caledonia
society, or any other society, he gives
about a dozen lines of the occurrences at d
fills up the rest of bis paper with a speech
which he made, as if hit speech was the
importent event of the evening, or after-
noon, as the case may be; or with some
disgusting dry bosh, which he calls poetry.
It is thus that the Republican party of
Ottawa Counly are disgusted with, and
tired of their Organ; and it is for that rea-
son that they, at least, ought to feel thank-
ful to Mr. Bilz for having started a live
paper, which is useful to them*
Oh no, Benham, you can’t fool with the
common sense of the hardy pioneers of
Ottawa County, and not be tripped up on
it. If you want to kill off some news-
papers, you will first have to learn to work,
And how to work, dllllgcntly— either with
your brain or muscle, or both. Ta, ta!
THE RECEnVfLOOD.
Our fine sleighing is gone. A rain
«torm commenced on Saturday last, which
increased in severity during the evening,
while the temperature grew warmer. The
rain stopped shortly after 10 P. M., when
the snow and ice had nearly all disap
peared from tho streets. Early on Sunday
morning every creek was swollen to the
flize of a river, and the water came rushing
down Black River like a cauract. The
railroad companies put forth their best
efforts to save their bridges from being
swept down the stream by the logs, leer
and debris which was /pressing hard
against them with untold force. The
wagon bridge between the city and town-
ship, over Black River, is badly damaged,
and narrowly escaped going down the
stream. Part of the solid filling immedi-
ately north of the bridge was washed out
Several fillings and bridges around this
city have been destroyed and washed
away, and during the past week we have
A Big Rush Every Day.
A Large Dry Goods and Carpet
House Leading the Trade
in Michigan.
A Double Store with Five Floors„ and Passenger Elevator.
That Messrs Spring & Company are do-
ing three or four limes the amount of bus-
iness ever known before in their line, is
coming to be conceded as a fact. A
glance through their grand store at any
hour of the day, from “morn till dewey
eve,” will convince any one who may be
skeptical on litis point.
It is but an illustration of the business
“boom.” Large sales and small profits
have been advocated by merchants for
years. Spring & Company not only ad-
vertise this as their policy, but they pur-
sue it with regard to every article kept in
there enormous stock.
Going farther than this, they recognize
that Grand Rapids has outgrown its “In-
dian payment” days, and is a city con-
taining a population which demands the
latest novelties in all styles of Dress Goods,
Dry Goods, Carpets and whatever pertains
to the trade. Through the enterprise of
this concern tho ladies of nur city are en-
abled to make their selections from an as-
sortment as varied ns that found in New
York, Chicago, Detroit or any of the larger
cities. Having a resident buyer In New
York, all patterns, styles, weights, color
and makes of Dry Goods or Carpets are
forwarded here on the day after their ap-
pearance in the metropolis. That this
new feature is appreciated; the increased
sales of Messrs. Spring & Company bear
ample witness.
Carrying by far the largest stock of any
concern in this line, selling goods in great
quantities and at small profits, and having
the novelties of each season as they appear,
Spring & Compahy are Justly entitled to
the heavy sales which all who are posted,
know they are dally making.
T^vE FAULT having; been made in the cnnditloinj
1/ of payment of a certain mortgage cxecateo
by William H. Doming m d Eliza Jane Doming, his
wife, to Abel T. Stewart (now deceased!, dated
September twenty-fifth. A. I)., 1871, and recorded
In the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
county, Michigan, on October twelfth. A. D. 1871.
in Liber X of Mortgages, on page 143. on which
mortgage there is claimed to he due at the date of
this notice the sum of one hundred and fUty-ttiree
dollars and sixty-six cejtts (SlM fifi); and no pro-
ceedings at law dr In equity having been Instituted
to recover the debt secured by said mortgage, or
any part thereof; Now, therefore, notice is hereby
given, that (by virtue of the power of sale in said
mortgage contained, and the statute in such case
provided), on Monday the twenty-third
day of February, A. D. 1880, at one o clock,
in the afternoon of said day. at the front door of
tho court house In the city of Grand Haven. Mich
igan (said court house being the building wherein
is h» Id the circuit court for tho county in which
the mortgaged premises are situated), said mort-
gage willhe foreclosed by a sale of the premises
oesci ibed in said mortgage, or so much thereol as
may be necessary to satisfy the amount due on
said mortgage, interest to the date of such sale,
and legal costs. Including an attorney’s fee of fifty
dollars, as in said mortgage provided. The prom
Isos to be sold are described as follows. In said
mortgage: All of those certain pieces os p-rccls of
land, situate, lying and being in the county of Ot-
tawa. in the State of Michigan, and more particu-
larly known and described as lots numbered three
and four. In block number forty-seven, of the city
of Holland, according to the recorded p'at of the
village (now city) of Holland.
Dated November 28, 1879.
HENRY BAUM, and
ELIZA J. STEWART.
Executors of the last will and testament of Abel
T. Stewart, mortgagee, deceased. .
J. C. POST, Attorney for said executors of mort-gage. 48-18w.
Chancery Sale.
STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for
the County of Ottawa— Ii^Chancery.
Jan Paucls, Jacob Van Putten. Johannes
Dijkema, Marla Ranters, Maaike Plugger
an Infant under the age of 21 years, hv
Gerrit Van •‘chelven her next friend,
Elizabeth Oggel and Wllhelmlna Kruidc-
nier, complainants.
vs.
Cornells Keppel. Jenneke Keppel and
Jacob R. Schepers, defendants.
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa. In chancery,
made In the above entitled cause, on the twenty-
fourth day of March, A. D. 1W9. Notice Is hereby
given that on the Twentieth day of Jan-
nary* A- 1880. at one o'clock in the afternoon,
at the front door of tho court house, In the etty of
Grand Haven, in said countv, I, the subscriber, a
Circuit Court commUsionet In and for said county,
will sell at public auction, to the highest bidder,
the lands and premises described In said decree,
viz: All of that certain piece or parcel of land
situate in the city of Holland In the'eounty of Ot-
tawa and Slate of Michigan, ard described as fol-
lows, to-wll: all of that part of lot nnrabered five
(5) In block numbered thirty-four f8l) In said city,
which Is bounded on the south side, on the east
side and on the north side by tho somheast and
north line* of said lot, and on the west side by a
line running parallel with the east line of said lot
and eighteen (1?) feet west therefrom, the same
being the east eighteen feet of said lot numbered
five (h) acordlng to the recorded map of said city
on record as of the village of Holland in the office
of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa county, Mich-
Igan.
Dated November 2flth, 1879.
AREND VIS8CHER,
Circuit Conrt Commissioner in and for Ottawa
countv. Mich.




Cor. of Fish and Eighth Sts,
. J. VAN DER VEEN, Prop’r.
A large assortment of
STOVES




And nil kinds of Farming Implements. Repair
lug of Tinware neatly done on short notice.
J. VAN DER VEEN.
Holland. Nov. 1, 1879. 38-Gmo.
FALL A WINTER STOCK
or ALL ’KINDS OF
DRY GOODS
; Has just arrived at




All kinds of Underwear*
Woolen Yarns,
Horse Blankets, all kinds, *
Flannels of all Colors,
Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes
and Ginghams,





Come and see our New’ Goods.
G. Van Fatten & Sons.
MANLY
•Vigor
[Home Twatment atLittle Cost
Beuimiu \\ i-hkiichk, Pimples, iin-
] pure Blood, Los. of Energy. Par-
tial Impotence, Distressing Night
Emissions, and many vital evils_ I resulting from Early Error and
excesses, which. If neglected, end In premature de-
cline, treated with unpnrnlleleii success on entirely new
principles, effecting cures in os mony dayt as required
week, under old nauseating and dangerous remedies.
"Treatise on Debility" and list of questions sent in
plain sealed envelope on receipt of two 3c. stamps. So
Fre Required until satisfactory results are obtained. Ad-




The undersigned nnnounceMo the Public tha'
they have tlniclied their new Meat-Market. and are
now ready to supply their customer* with all kind*
of Meat* anil .Sausage*. By promptness and fait
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction tr-
ail those who wish to favor them w Ith part of theii
trade.




Holland. July 14. 1878.
somiTEim
Compact, Substantial, Econ-
omical and easily managed.
Guaranteed to work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and holler complete,
including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
price of
3 Horse Power ...... $ 242.1)0
4'4 •* •» ....... 2S3.no
6* “ 313.50
49-ly
JAMES LKFFEL * CO..
Springfield. Ohio.
0CC HERE! $5 ii GOODS fer 30 cis,ULL ftotUthrlloa Uoanuitrrd. 00 YT JtlS* (hi. ( hanrr.
mKammm 10 valuable monry-nukinx Srcrrlt ; 10 Kich Pit.
lurri i I Marie Fountain Pen; 2 .Site) Pen*; I Silver-i, laird
Holder; I Plain Holder ; I Kuhtrr-tm Pencil; 12 fine F.ntrl
ope* ! It *hreli fine Paper; I $1.50 Book ( that tunny Poem,
and Chineae Secret tor gloiunf Inen, (big money leHmc ae
) All sent for Fifty Ceuta. .Stamp* taken. Adfreu,
•U IS76.J CMOS BOOK 10., Bonleutoon, Sew Jerwy.
err!
1 !’.! ib.
m The Great CenseOPHuman Misery!
Juiit Publbhed. In a Sealed Envelope, price 6 cents.
A Lecture on the Nature. Treatment and
Radical ctiru of Seminal \\ eukne**, or Sperm®*'
torrhepn, linliiced hy Soil Abuse. Involuntary Emsl-
slons, imuotcucy. Nervous Debility, und impedi-
ments to Marriage generally ; Consul
lepsy, and Fits; Mental and Physical
BAST’S RIDIN8 SAW MACHINE
»£! gr The BEST THING OUT.
s* n- a W * Will HAW any ali« logs In any
g-a|f 5 ll ator.doea all the work.
Bend for Circular* and
Prloea.
AGENTS WANTED.
Addrea® U. S. Blaaurf Cck, Chicago, 111®.
BRAYING!
The undersigned hereby informs his fellow-cltl-
zens that he has had constructed for him a platform
spring dray, somethin)? new . neat and strong, and
has other wagons and single-horse drays to supply
a popu’ar want, and is now ready to serve the
citizens of Holland in the very best methods of
d raying at reasonable rates.
5?r My dray will be on hand six days in the
week, rain or shine.
FOB HAIKT TEATHXB I HAVE LABOS CCVE3S TO
PBEVEUT fill FREIGHT FBOJI
GETTWa VET.
O der* for drays can he left at L. T Ranters'
hook store, and will always receive Immediate
attention. For further particulars, or contracts,
apply to the proprietor.
Ed. J. Harrington, Jr.




author of the •• Green Book,’’ etc.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awfnl consequences of Sell-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instru-
ments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mo ,f
cure at once certain and effectual, ny which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
HTThlt lecture trlU prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under >enl. in a plain envelope, to any ad-
in receipt of si:
stamps.
I i
dress, on x cents, or two postage
a
Address the'Puhllshers, 19-lvumiMu
’ 41 Am QIm Haw York; Post Office Box. 4B86.
UflUTm 10,000 BrsHKM "rams, of which I
if HU I til make Buckeye Pile Ointinent,Warrr.iitr<'. to
cure Filai. Addre** with it amp, Dr. J. N. TaMar, SL Loab.
A NEW COMPOUND,
Ncibntttically prepared of Baliaa Tolu, CryiUl-
ixtl Bock Candy, old Eye Whisky and other Tonics.
The formula is known to our best physicians, is
highly commended hy them, and the analysis of
one of our most prominent chemists, Prof. G. A.
Maihnkr, of Chicago, is on the label of every bot-
tle. It Is a well known fact to the medical profes-
sion that TOLU, ROCK und RYE will afford the
greatest relief for Ccughi, Colds, Itfluensa, BrcnchUis.
Core Throat, Weak Lun.i, also Consnaptiot, in the in-
cipient and advanced stages of that disease.
It Is used ns a Bmra&a and for an Appetlier, mak-
ing a delightful tonic for family use. Try it. you
will find it pleasant to take, of great service, tf
weak or debilitated, as it gives strength, tone uul
activity to the whole human ft nine.
|Sr"Put up In quart size Bottles for Family use.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere.
Lawrence & Martin,
Sole Agents for the United States and Canada.
ALSO,
Impcrtin of Fiile Wines, Liquors and Cigars
111 Madison St., .CHICAGO.
47-fim.
rrtjilion, .
I St h end, ^
ff rone tut it,
, Headarhs,








Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postageand mailing. Agents wanted.
Address J, p. Mountain, Ugdensburg, N. Y.
A MONTH! A0WT8 WANTIDI
78 Hr»l StlllB* ArlltlM ! tkcWorldt a mdi-
plefr**. AiLJAY BRONSON, fcttoh, Ulch





Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,
COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars. Cloaking and Ready Made
Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
and Worsted, Perforated Paper. In oil colors,
And a full line of
SILK AJSri) CRAFE.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET HOIiliA-ND, MICH
/
iattingis.
Our public schools opeued a^ain on
>Ionday.
The Board of Supervisors is in session
this week. - -
The winter term of Hope College com-
menced on Tuesday last. *
Mr. Jno. Herold, of Grand Rapids, is in
town on a visit.
The past week was the week of prayer,
and the church bells were ringing every
evening.
Mrs. Capt. B. Van Rij, who has been
dangerously ill for the past two weeks, is
slightly improving.
The slating of the roof on the new
school house is finished, and the carpen-
ters are now busy enclosing the cupalo.
We have just received at this office a
new and beautiful assortment of job type.
Now is the time for our merchants to get
nice work.
Some of our sidewalks are being re-
paired on twelfth street and eighth street,
all of which is commendable, but there
are quite a number more that need it just
as much.
Rev. A. Krickard, of Grand Rapids,
has returned from a trip to the new con-
templated colony o*f Hollanders in North
Carolina, and reports that he is highly
pleased with the prospect. ,
-- n
Mr. H, M. Ferry left again for Detroit,
after spending part of the holidays at
home. -  —
There are more men now employed at
the Remington armory at Ilion, N. Y.
than at any time in the past five years.
Congress is asked to appropriate $100,-
000, more or less, to make Grand river
navigable from Lake Michigan to Grand
Rapids.
One hundred thousand needles are
stamped and bored in a day of ten hours
by a new machine just perfected in West-
phalia, Conn.
Our grain dealers still pay $1.25 for
wheat, and our grocers pay 17 cents for
butter, 15 cents for eggs, and 40 cents for
potatoes. Flour sells at $0.65 pr. brl, and
at $3.33 pr. 100 lbs.
Quite a number of subscriptions have
expired with the 1st inst., and several
mdre will expire in three weeks. Now
don't forget to come and see us if you
want to take advantage of the advance
rate. - -
The following officers were elected last
week, and installed on Tuesday last, at
Holland city lodge, No. 192, 1. O. O. F.:
H. Dangremond, N. G.; J. Hummel, V.
G.; R. A. Schouten, Rec. Sec. ; J. Kramer,
Fin. Sec.; B. P. Higgins, Treas. Past
Grand M. Harrington was chosen repre-A fire broke out in one of the out-
houses of Mr. W. H. Elferdink, on the tentative to the Grand lodge,
corner of Fifteenth and River streets. >1 .
By hard work the noighbop extinguished TnK Acme L.brary «r II, story,” aa an-, s . >/nounced by the American Book Exchange,
the flames, and the damage ,B not veriTf ^ by J ^ ^
eav^' - -----  handsome edition of “ Millman’s Gibbon’s
Since Sunday morning the weather has
been like spring. , ..... .
Over one thousand cheese factories are
operated in the State of New York.- - -
Mr. C. F. Wasson lias sold his interest
in the Lake Shore Commercial to Mrs.
Woodhull, who is now sole owner.
The cotton factories of Atlanta, Ga.,
have more orders than they can fill. They
are paying dividends of twenty-eight percent. •
' For the first time in many months the
Pennsylvania and Reading Railroad Com-
pany are paying their employees in cash,
instead of scrip.
The American demand for British iron
has diminished recently. One year ago
251 furnaces in America were in opera-
tion; now 387 are running.
The friendly station agent at the Grand
Haven railroad depot, Mr. Baumgartel,
will leave that station to engage in the ser-
vice of the Chicago and West Michigan
railroad company In this city.
A telegram from Grand Rapids an-
nounces that Mr. Chas. Schumacher, trav-
eling agent for John Caulfield, wholesale
grocer, has disappeared, and it is reported
that he has taken considerable money with
him belonging to his employer. We shall
not believe this report until it is verified.
A few weeks ago we saw it announced
in one of the Grand Haven papers that
Mr. W. II. Parks, of this city, was about
to leave here and make his home in Grand
Haven. This is not so. We have authori-
ty from Mr. Parks to deny this, and are
glad to announce that he is well pleased
with this city. "X.-- -- --- ' X
Nowhere is something new. Messrs.
Van Slnoten & Trnmp, utilize their steam
threshing power in winter to saw lumber.
Mr. Arnold de Feyter has just finished put-
ting up a small mill for the above parties.
The mill is located about 7 miles from the
city— a little east of the old “Vijn mill”
place. This can really be called cute. /
At a session of the Common Council on
Tuesday last, the committee on streets and
bridges reported verbally that the town-
ship highway commissioner wanted $50
given by the city together with $50 by the
township to build a good bridge across
the brook on Sixteenth street, between
Land street and the cemetery, in the place
of the poor one which was washed away
a few days ago. ^
\
Rev. R. Pieters, pastor of the First Re^
formed church, was operated on by Dr.
De Camp, of Grand Rapids, on Tuesday
last, assisted by a number of physicians
from this city and surrounding villages.
The ravages of the complaint from which
Rev. Pieters is suffering, and which make
operations of more and more frequent oc-
currence, keep his congregation and
friends in constant anxiety about his phys-
ical welfare.
The Qrondwet of this week contains an
articile entitled “ Natuur Kindcrcn," (chil-
dren of nature) and proceeds to give the
young men, who went around serenading
some of their friends on new Year’s eve,
a gentle ehnstiscrfient with his pen. One
of the boys, who were arrested, was tried
before Justice Post on Thursday afternoon,
and the jury brought in a verdict of “not
guilty” to the charge of “disturbing the
peace.” The histroy of this trial is the
best answer we can make' to the above
mentioned article. Messrs. R. K. Heald
and J. Kuite were attorneys for the de-
fen**. Perhaps the editor of the Qrondwet
meant something by calling these boys
“children of nature.” Perhaps he meant
that they were barbarians— or efise they
needed shaving or hair-cutting.
The Allegan Democrat appears on our
table rejuvinated. It comences anew with
a new series, volume 1, No 1, and a new
dress. It appears nice, we like the ap-
pearance of the new, much belter than
the old, Democrat. It seems to stick to the
Greenback party. Thh move is an enig-
ma to us (speaking from a business point
of view). IU insides are patent; this is
sensible. No country office can afford to
put the editorial labor on those four pages,
such as is now done by an able corps of edi-
tors; and no country office can improve on
the make-up or the press work— not even the
Allegan Journal, which we have always
pronounced the beet executed country
paper in the State. The Democrat now
appears under the names of D. H. Waters
A Geo. Scales. We wish the new firm
success.
Rome,” in five volumes, for the small
price of $2.50, complete, neatly bound in
cloth. Volume one is just ready, two
more are to appear in December, aud two
In January.
Another old settler bus passed away,
Mr. J. Slag, Sr., died on Thursday morn-
ing at the age of 86 years. For some time
past he has been hoarding with Mr. and
Mrs. Oostema, Mrs. Oostema being his
youngest daughter, and a few days ago
while he was strolling along, he slipped
and fell on the icy sidewalk, lie has since _
complained of pain in the breast, grew/
worse, aud died as noted above.
\ The New Harris & Smith Safety Lamps
re made in all styles— hand lamps, table
imps, bracket lamps and hanging lamps,
hey enq also be used on gas fixtures,
hey all have the safety features and are
the most convenient lamps in many ways,
'especially in extinguishing, which can be
done without turning down the wick or
blowing down the chimney. For Sale by
P. & A. Steketee.
At New Orleans a fleet of forty vessels
cleared last week, of which twenty-two
were steamships. The cargoes of these
vessels were worth about $6,000,000. The
exports of wheat from New Orleans since
Sept. 1 have been 1,976,595 bushels,
against 977,785 last year. The flour trade
of that city shows a decrease for the year,
the receipts since Sept. 1 being 179,751
bbls, against 319,881, for the previous year.\ -- -
Great credit is due Messrs. Chas. J.
Ffaff and Moj. Safford for the efficient
manner in which they had the county
grounds graded and cleaned up, trees set
Jut, outhouses of the jail repaired, and
./repairs made In the court house. The
gentlemen were authorized by the Board
of Supervisors, at the October session, to
have this work done, and nobly have they
performed their duty. Whatever the ene-
mies of Mr. Pfuff may say, it is a note-
worthy fact that no “grass will grow un
der his feet” as long as he has a duty to
perform, and if Mr. Pfaff could only lend
a little of his energy to the grandmother
of the Herald, Grand Haven would be
able to boast of a live Republican paper
and a prosperous office.
List of Letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 8, 1880:
Duane Smith, C. G. Sundgruft, H. Posh-
man, Nellie Morse, Mrs. J. M. Spring,
Mrs. Anderson Blake, Miss l5. Farnhara,
Nancy Adams, Hattie Groult.
Wm. Vrrbekk, P. M.
Over Thirty-Four Years.— For over
34 years Pettit’s American Eye Salve has
been before the public, the sales have in-
creased from £ few hundred boxes to mil-
lions, it is the "King” of patent medicines,
if your eyes have failed you, try it. Sold
by T. E. Annis & Co., Druggists aud
Apothecaries, Holland, Mich.
A Minister relates his experience thus:
—I take pleasure in adding to your many
testimonials, that last Thursday (Thanks-
giving Day), not being able to preach on
account of Rheumatic pains in the shoul-
der, I bought a bottle of St. Jacobs Oil,
which, after using several times, relieved
me wonderfully.
Dr. B. Pick, Rochester, New York.
WINTER GOODS
AT COST!
Having quite a largo itock of winter goods on
hand, which we do not wish to carry over, and in
order to make room for spring purchases wo offer















Thla la at preaent the most popular
OTTSTISIR/
HOUSE
IN THE CITY OF QRiND RAPIDS,
Nos. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
Opposite Bweet’a Hotel.
You will find all GAME in their seaion,
and every effort will be mide to make
you feel at home, and to minis-
ter to your wants with
kindness and alacrity.
FINE LIQUORS’ and CIGARS
ALWAYS ON HAND.
Regular Meals only 25 eta.
I have opened a branch place in the baaement
formerly occupied by the well-known Arm of Crosby
Brothers, on the corner of Monroe and Ionia sU.
The agricultural prosperity of 1879 is
wonderful. The cotton crop is larger by
half a million bales than ever before; the
tobacco crop is 12,000,000 pounds greater,
and tbe sugar crop exceeds by some 200,-
i 000 hogsheads all previous yields. The
excess of products over the crops of any
previous year is 20,000,000 bushels of
wheat and from 80,000,000 to 100,000,000
bushels of corn.
The following agrees so exactly with
what we expected to hear, that we clip it
from the Lake Shore Commercial: “The
following is an extract from a letter, un-
der date of Dec. 20th., received by Mr.
Corner of Ganges, from J. M. Kingwell,
a prominent commission man of Chicago.
Mr. Kingwell says: “In regard to Mr.
Ronayne, the dead beat, Mr. Williams,
who was treasurer of the Odd Fellow’s
lodge in Chicago, in which Ronayne had
been initiated, says that he [Mr. Ronayne]
wanted to take the degrees, and asked
Williams to lend bim the money to do so
Mr. Wiliams gave bim the money. Ro-
nayne was balloted for and rejected.
When informed of tbe fact he went off
mad, with Williams, money in his pocket,
probably to get drunk upon it as Mr.
Williams says he often does, and from
that day to this he has never paid one cent,
of it, or rather to the time I talked with
him about it, which is since I saw you.
Yours truly, l
J. M. Kingwell.
Tills is the real footing occupied by
this moral reformer (?)Ronayne, and only
bears out our estimate of him at the time
he tried torefrom the masons of Sauga-
tuck." That is the kind of man some
people pin their faith to in this community.
Dr. Robert B. Best, whose contemplated
departure we made mention of in onr last
issue, surprised most all his friends in this
city by taking with him one of our best
looking young ladies. The Doctor had
everything arranged, and a little before
train time he was married to Miss Addie
Dimick, on Tuesday afternoon, Jan*. 6lh,
1880, at the residence of the bride’s par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Joslin, by Rev.
D. Van Pell, pastor of the Second Re-
formed church. The happy pair will stop
a few days in Canada, and from there pro
ceed to New York ciiy. Our best wishes
go with them.
GRAND HAVEN ITEMS.
The schooner Evaline, owned by Capt.
Quail, is receiving thorough repairs.
Rev. van der Kreeke, of Boston, has
declined the call of the Second Reformed
Church. - -
Our popular citizen, Capt. Vanderhoef,
of the prop. D. Cutler, also alderman of
tbe 3d Ward, is quite ill.
Our fishermen arc having fine catches
of whitefish and trout during the mild
weather, which sells readily at 6 cents per
pound.
The new horse hose cart will soon be
ready for use. It is said to be one of the
finest in Western Michigan, and a credit
to the city.- -«•»-- 
Our enterprising city engineer, H. C.
Sanford, has connected his engine house
with the office of the chief engineer, A. L.
Holmes, by a wire. It is said to work ad-
mirably,
The bridge between Grand Haven and
Spring Lake had a narrow escape on ac-
count of the heavy blockade of ice against
its abutments. It Is now considered tbe
danger is past, _
The heavy rains throughout this sec-
tion of the country begins to show its ef-
fect-logs, ties, piles, etc., are coming
down the Grand Ktver in great numbers,
and going out into Lake Michigan.
White & Friant have succeeded in
running the log*, which broke loose from
C. C. Comstock’s boom at Grand Rapids,
into tbe Grand River boom, thereby sav-
ing what might have been a considerable
loes. _
The Board of Health, has ordered that
friends and relatives of persons buried in
tbe Old Cemetery (so-called), opposite the
Court House Square, remove the same to
the new cemetery before tbe 1st day of
March, 1880. After that date it will be






In fact, everything in the way of winter goods
will be marked down to actual cost, and a» every-
thing in the shape of woolen goods is advancing
it will pay those In want of the above named
goods to take advantage o! this sale, which w!l|
commence on MONDAY, JAN. 6th.
PM
Corner Canal and Bronson
Grand Rapids, Mich.





and N*w Dtpartur* in Me
leal Science, tn Mtirely
New and pwilifelj eflecl.
lee Remedy (or the ipecdr
and permanent Care or
Stmlnal Emlaalona *
Im potency by the only
true way. Ttii Direct
Application to the prin-
cipal Seat of the Ditcaee, acting by Abeorptlon. tad eiert-
Inc its iptrific influence oa the Seminal Veetules, Ejac-
ulatory Daota, Proetate Gland, sod Urethra. The uee
of the Remedy ie attended with on paia or leconreskence, and
don not inlerfere with the ordinary pam-ili of life ; it It
quickly diuolved end anon absorbed, producin* an imme-
diate tool In nr and realoraliee eCecf upon the eeiual aud
ncrrnui orrimiition, wrecked from eetf-abuM and escrnei,
•lo|>pin( the drain from the lyiu-m, reitorinr the mind to
health and Bound memory, removing the Dlmnoaa of
Oight, Nervoua Debility, Confaalon of Ideas, Aver-
sion to Society, eto, etc, end the appeartoce of prema-
ture old tMO uiualiv accompanying thii trouble, and reitor-
mg perfect sexual Vigor, where il hae been dormant for
year*. Thle mode of treatment haa etood the leel in very
terere caaei, ant It now a pronounced aucceai. Drugs ire
toe much prescribed in Iheie troublei, and, aa many can bear
witneie to, with but little if any permaneet good. There is no
Kontenec about thii Preparation. Practical observation enable!
ua to positively guarantee that it will give aatiafaction.—
During the eight years that it hai been in general ute, we bive
thouMudi of leitimoniali aa to III value, end il la now conceded
FIRST WARD
DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Krulsenga’s Store.
Dr. R. A. Schouten,
ntOPHIETOH..
This new store will keep a full supply of the beet
and finest •
j] Mcinet Ptrfmtrin, Toilit biiilt, Gigtn,
Il Writing Material, Snuff,
And the finest assortment of
Wines A Liquors,
(for Medicinal use only,)
And almost everything else belonging In a well
stocked drug store. g
The above firm are the manufacturer* of DR.
SCHOUTEN ’8
mmm m EmM pills
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.




ust received *l --
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
by the Medical I'roftuion to be tbo moat rational meana yet
diicorercl of reirhmg and curing thle very prevalent trouble,
that i« well known to be the cauie of untold misery to so many,
and onon whom quacka prey with their uveleu noitrume and
big loes. 1 he Itcmedy Is put up in neat boiei, of three illee.
No. 1, (enough to last » month,) S3| No. 2, (luffieient to
egret a permanent cure, cnleta in severe easel.) ISt No. 8,
('ailing ever three monthi, will Hon cmiisioei sad rtilore
vigor (be wont eaies.) 17. Sent by mail, eealrd, In plais
wrapper*. Full DIRECTION a for using will accom-
pany EACH BOX.
y^end (nr a Dctcnplive Pamphlet giving Anatomical^
if Illustration), which will conviuce the molt skeptical \
L t'ut they can be Tailored to perfect manhood, end 
U fitted for the dutiee of life, eama as if aever affected. W
\ St ut Sealed foe itamp to any one. Sold ONLY by tbe *
HARRIS REMEDY CO. MPG. CHEMISTS.
Market and fath Sts. 81. LOUIS. MO.
A Complete a«sortmcnt of Children’s and Infints
shoes for fall and winter, and a lull Hue of
Ladles’ and Gentleman's wear.
•: o
CALL AND SEE US.





Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Vail Mae el fieli Vena.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.














AND ALL KINDS OF
GLOVES,
FANCY GOODS.
Warner’i Health Preienrlnj Ooneti.
Hair-Dressing done, and Switches made to order.
Call in and see onr selections. We shall deem It •
pleasure to show onr goods.
Sl-fimo. £. 7. METZ A SISTER.
FHCEHsrrx:
Planing Mill
In rebuilding our new shop we have purchased
entirely new
Machinery of the most Approved Pattemi,




WE HAVE A STEAM
DIRTY IK I LIST
AND THU
DRYING QF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or toythlng In our line manufactured on short
notice.
88- ly WERKMAN * VAN ARK.
 • • , * •
DEATH OF KINO OLD YEAR.
BY C. L. MAUIOK.
Tb€ day wu one of bleak December's;
Of (his mouth's days It was the last;
The wind was bold, and blew so cold
That eYoo the grate’s glowlun embers
Appeared to feel the howling blaat.
Each member of the family •
Drew closer Toond the cheerful hearth.
Father, mother, 1 and brother
Oompoeed the group quite fair to see,
Though sadness reigned instead cf mirth.
Fer mournfully the town chnrch spirrf
Ponred forth that night a funeral knell;
The old elm groaned and Rover moaned^
It eonnd»d like a muffled lyre.
This solemn tolling of the bell.
It tolled the death of one more year,
Hied w» y upon the winter’s blast.
How with soft tread was borne the dead,
On its shapeless, shadowy bier, *
Hlieutly to that great vault— the Past.
This thought occurred: PH stay and see
Hie Now Year in and the Old expire:
But my brother, sirs and mother
Cared not in this to join with me:
‘ •Jreet h m for all,” they said, " we’ll retire."
drew my chair close to the grate.
And watched ihe time-piece near the door.
Each qu’Ct teond clearly beckoned
The Old Year closer to the fate
That years on thousands met before!
And, as I pondered o’er that thought.
Knocks at the door came faint and slow.
Homewhat afright I took the l!ght
To see who bad our cottage sought
For shelter from the drifting snow.
How I d few the bolt I scarce can tell;
Tue door flew back with sudden jerk.
And across the mat— sad sight was that—
A white-haired stranger prostrate fell.
Where death, I feared, had done his work.
Alarmed gazed father in hia face:
“Girl!" he crlt-d, “ tia, ’tis King Old Yrar!
Hla wraps exchange, the couch arrange,
Then quick 1 aome wine from yonder cue;
but that he’U live I have no fear."
*Twas true: our Liege soon oped hla eyes.
Then aat erect and glanced around.
“ Oh ! King, what tide,” my father cried,
" Has launched thee here as from the skies T
Pray la thy head to be uncrowned!"
A wealth of silvery bsir he bowed.
And wept, methoaght, then heaved a sigh,
is he raised his head and sadly said,
“ Ah, Time is strict, of strictness proud:
boon Pm dethroned— aye!— dcomed to diel”
“No, no. good King! yon must not die,"
We all exclaimed in earnest tone:
“None cau complain: you justly reign;
Oh live, great King, the f. e defy.
And unrelenting hold thy own.”
" ih, words will naught avail,” ho aald,
“No might on earth can save me now;
My time has come, and ( must home-
Muat pass the portals of the dead,
And there before the Maker bow.
“Most dreadful thought 1 Yet none need fear
Who do not God’s commands o’erlook;
But woe to thoae that join His foes:
Best now they check their base career.
And a new leal torn in life's great book.
“See! ” he cried, pointing t’ward the clock:
“Wtien those two hands reach twelve to-night,
Sounds Gabriel'a born, then Pll be home
To join at once the spirit flock,
Anu leave King New Year to his right,”
Gazed all eves upon the dial:
But moment* few had he to sta' ;
That death he met with some regret
la. methink*. beyond denis' —
With mournful aobs he passed away.
0 lang, t-wang— twelve the clock was stacking;
With a start I wole, chilled wdl-nigh through;
The fin was out beyond a doubt:
Old Year. too. was not much lacking—
.Just in time I woko to greet the New.
Bloc ximoton. 111.
A THRILLING ADVENTURE.# _
We were tired of boarding, my hus-
band aud I; had been tired of it for
some time, and this morning of which
I write matters had reached a crisis.
The steak was burned, omelet flabby,
coflee weak. The last thing my hus-
band said to me as he was about to
leave the house was :
M You had better look around to- day,
and if you can find a nice flat or part of
a house, for $50 or $60 a month, secure
it”
So behold me an hour later, diligent-
ly perusing the columns of the Herald.
Ah! what is this?
A T WILLIAMS’ BRIDGE -A cozy, partly-A famished cottage of ten roomt*. aor-
Tonuded by fruit-trees, one acre of ground.
Rent, $50 per month. Only five minntea’ walk
from depot Inquire of the blacksmith for
leye, particulara, etc.
That advertisement was very alluring
to me. Visions of a hammock under
shady trees, of clncking motherly hens
and little downy broods of chickens; of
a broad piazza, gay with hanging bas-
kets of beantifnl plants, and made com-
fortable by low, broad-armed rockers,
and a soft, wooing, perfume-laden
breeze, which should always wander
through it.
Visions of all these delectable things
ran through my head, and I sprung to
my feet, donned dress, bonnet and
gloves, aud then I remembered I had
forgotten to at-k hubbie for money, aud
I had very little in my portemonnaie.
Ah, well! never mind. There was
enough to take me to Williams’ bridge
and back, and with that comforting re-
flection I started out.
It was a beautiful morning in early
Bpring, and I was gorgeous in a new
suit of Bismarck brown, bonnet and
gloves to match. I would not hide its
glories by a wrap of any kind, and in-
deed I did not feel the necessity of ooe,
.-so soft wore the breezes abroad that
morning, so warm the sun.
I took the cars at the Forty* second
street depot, and soon arrived at mv
destination. I found the blacksmitli
without any difficnlty, and stated my
.business.
u Will you walk or ride over, ma’am?”
^ Why, I will walk. It cannot be far.”
’“Well, ma’am. I don’t mind going
over with you to show the house; but
unless yon’ro a party fast .walker it’ll
take you nigh onto two honrs to go and
return.”
"Ok!” I sail, “not that house; this
one— see?” showing him the advertise-
ment. “Only five minutes’ walk from
the depot.”
“ Yes, I know that’s what it says, and
I’ve often said it wasn’t just the thing
for Beth Howard to lie so like thunder
about that house. Will you ride over,
ma’am?”
What a disappointment! There was
no use in looking at a koo.se so far from
ike depot.
“ No, I thank you. When does the
next train leave for the city?”
“At 3 o’clock, ma’am.”
Three o’clock. And it was but 12
now. My fine new frock, that had been
so comfortable in the sheltered city
streets, was nneomfortable enough
here. The wind came sweeping over
the vast open space around me. I
shivered with cold. The blacksmith
seemed to take pity on my foriorn con-
dition.
“If you don’t want to wait that long,
ma’am', my boy’ll drive you down to the
Four Corners for 50 cents, and from
there yon can take the horse-cars to the
city.”
I gladly accepted this proposition,
and ten minutes later “the boy”— a
ahook-headed, sleepy-eyed person of 25
or so — drove up for me, and we started.
Oh ! that drive to the Four Comers -
shall I ever forget it?
The wind painted my cheeks and
nose, threw dust in my eyes, and went
straight through my shivering, de-
fenseless body. At last the gentle
yc ’th at my side drove up before a lit-
tle •me-storiei straoture, and informed
me that we had reached our destination.
I saw no car in sight, and said so.
“Well, ye see, ma’am, they don’t ran
very often— every half hour or so.
Maybe you won’t have long to wait. Gee
np, there.”
And he was off without more ado.
The little dwelling was the only house
in sight. It’s paper shades bore the le-
gend, “ Oysters and billiards.”
It was very cold. I opened the
door.
It openetj on a narrow passage, with
a door on either side. To the right was
a kitchen ; to the left the saloon. Two
men were seated at one of the tables
therein. A big, raw-boned Irish woman
stepped to the door of the kitchen and
asked what she could do for me. I told
her I was very cold, and asked permis-
sion to stand by her stove a minute
while waiting for the car.
M Certainly, ma’am. Walk right in
here, ma’am.”
And she dusted a chair with her apron
and placed it by the stove for me.
At the same time she snapped her
fingers, and a huge mastiff, who was ly-
ing under the table, arose, and
stretched himself across the threshold
of the door.
Something in the action struck me as
being queer.
I glanced at the two men in the sa-
loon. The one facing me was talking in
a low tone to his companion, who was
looking over his shoulder at me. Two
more villainous faces I never beheld.
I was alarmed. No one knew of my
visit to Williams’ bridge. How easily
I could be murdered in this lonely
place.
I looked at the woman. Her face
was broad and stolid, and she was look-
iig sharply at me from under beetling
brows, with little, beady, black eves. I
| glanced with a sinking heart at the dog.
i His head was stretched out between his
j huge paws, his eyes, red and horrible,
, gazed at me most steadily. I shud-
' dered.
^ Is it afraid of the dog ye are,
ma’am? Ah, thm, niver fear. Sure
he’ll not touch ye nr less I give the
word, and thin I’d not give a groat for
ill-looking men in the adjoining room
slonching to the door and looking also.
She took the money, snapped her
fingers again, and the huge beast arose
and left the threshold clear.
With a beating heart I left the room,
and once more stood free and un-
harmed but in God’s pure sunlight and
fresh air.
And now was I in any danger, I won-
der, or did I only imagine their faoes
were minister and their actions strange?
Well, I shall never know now, for I have
no desire to visit the Four Corners again
in order to ascertain.
—almost the
Between Life and Death.
A New York paper refers to some
well-known cases where some persons
who were supposed to be at the point
of death, and, after having been given up
by physicians, have rallied and are now
living and well. Charles C. Waite, of
the Brevoort House, was reported for
some time at the point of death, and
his death was announced by telegraph
all over the country. The report was
contradicted the day following, but
everybody supposed that it was merely
premature; it would be true within
twenty-four honrs. His physicans had
given him up ; his death was a foregone
conclusion; his friends and kinsmen
already mourned him as no more. But
there was a favorable change. He has
pteadily improved, and now he is pro-
nounced out of danger. I>r. Qnaoken-
bos has been pronounced, within a fort-
night, to be near his end. There was,
his medical attendants said, not a vestige
of hope ; those near and dear bade him
farewell, and awaited, with such resig-
nation as they could command, the last
sad scene. He, also, has well-nigh re-
covered ; his friends almost regard him
as one risen from the grave. Thurlow
Weed has had, during the last ten years,
divers illness and accidents, any one of
which, it was supposed, might prove
mortal. And ntill Weed is seen walk-
ing almost daily in Lower Broadway,
not very nimbly, perhaps, but quite as
nimbly as he has moved any time since
the civil war. Not many months since
James Watson Webb was regarded by a
number of doctors to be dying. For !
days his end was hourly expected ; but
he is still on the planfet, and in very
good condition, considering that he has
worked hard all his life, and is on the
eve of 78. Charles O'Conor’s minutes
were presumed to bo numbered several
years since. Every preparation had
been made for his funeral ; the eminent
barrister had been relegated to the past.
But he refused point-blank to take the
medicines or follow the treatment pre-
scribed, and he is seen to-day in his old
hannti, his mind undimmed by the un-
tiring labors of serenty-six years.
yer life. Ah, he’s a good dog, is Rory.
Italian Postal Curiosities.
The distribution of letters is, in fact,
one of the weakest points in the Ital-
ian postal system. Except in large
towns the postoffice does not profess to
make any honse-to-honse distribution
at all, except on the payment of a
small fee, generally a sou for each
packet delivered to the postman ; and
in the large towns the delivery is done
in a very careless manner. The post-
man rarely takes the trouble to climb
the stairs to the different apartments,
'erhaps ye’d like to know how that ©*cept just before Christmas, but con-
same dog saved me life, ma’am ?” tents himself with leaving all the let-
And then, not waiting for an answer: ̂ rs *or a ^ouse a porter, who de-
“ Ye see this is the only pl&e of the them whenever he happens to be
kind for three miles round, and I does ̂ oin8 uP*8taif8; lf the porter is not in
a nice little business here. But Satur- . 6 ? letters go back into theur
day is me day. I gives a nice little
lunch of chowder, and bread and cheese,
and that brings ’em all here. You may
be bound I rakes in a nate little pile of
silver.
“Well, one Saturday night, after a
roaring business, 1 closed me house at
12 o’clock, as is me custom, and then
went up to me little room under the
roof to count me money. Ye wouldn’t
think there was a room up there, would
ye, ma’am ? Well, there is, thin. It’s
little enough, but it’s there, with a lit-
tle windie and a shed under it that
slopes nearly to the ground, Well, I
seated meself at a little table, and I
took out me money. I put the dollars
(there wasn’t many of them) by them-
selves, the half dollars by themselves,
the quarters by themselves, and so on.
“Well, there it was, all out on the
table, a shinin’ most beautiful, when—
holy mother of Moses ! what should I
see cn the floor forninst me, but a man’s
shadow! I turned, and- he clutched
me. He was a strong man, but I am a
strong woman, and a desperate one then,
too. I had worked long and hard for
that money, and I fought for it. I was
holding me own pretty well, when the
.“/w0* me DoW? i‘ qulred, anif thari^'eniy removing the
^ S “I a Step farther. Pall *mi
Robinson, that villain twisted his hand
in it. He pulled tne head back, I saw
the gleam of a knife, and I just closed
me eyes and put up a little prayer to
the Virgin, and in that instant there
came a crash of glass, a rushing sound,
and that dog had me gintleman by the
“Well, ma’am, I held on to the hand
that held the knife and called ’police I’
and for once they came when they were
wanted. And that man’s in the peni-
tentiary now, serving out a term of
years. But tell me, ma’am— was it the
Virgin, think you, sent Rory?”
“1 have not the sbghtest doubt of it.
And now, my good woman, I am very
grateful to you for the seat at your
warm fire, and if yon will allow me to
give you a trifle you will please me very
mnob. Unfortunately, I have but a
small amount with me. See,” opening
my portemonnaie wide— “only 50 cents.
You are quite welcome to half of it”
She came and looked in the porte-
monnaiti as I hold it open, one oi in*
bag until the next round is made, or are
even sometimes left at a shop nedr.
No wonder then that letters frequently
miscarry without such willful intention
as the postman showed who was dis-
covered one Christmas stuffing all his
letters into a sewer grating that he
might get the sooner to his Christmas
dinner. The excuse for non-
delivery is that with houses of
five or six stories the work is
too hard for the postman; but the
remedy for that is obvious. It is only
fair to say that the postoffioe does not
recognize this haphazard distribution ;
but complaints only remedy the evil for
a time, and somehow one’s letters seem
to miscarry more frequently after mak-
ing them. As a consequence most busi-
ness houses pay a small fee to the post-
office to have a box of their own, into
which all of their letters are put, and
withdrawn by a messenger.
The difficulties pnt in the way of cash-
ing postoffice orders (and also, it may
be added, of obtaining registered let-
ters) are most vexatious. You must
produce some one to identify yon who
is known to the officials, and it is easy
to see how difficult this may often be;
otherwise a notarial certificate is re
Gazette.
Remarkable Statement.
The following, from Maj. W. W. Nev-
in’s letter in the Philadelphia Pres#,
from Glasgow, Scotland, is a remarka-
ble statement to make:
I close with a Scottish note of to-day
which illustrates how thoroughly the
old Scotch spirit of integrity — the spirit
which willingly sacrifices itself for
right; the spirit which utterly refuses
compromise or half-way settlement with
wrong, is alive and burning in Scotland
to-day. It is one of the principles of
the United Presbyterian Church not to
accept money for sacred uses from un-
clean hands. They decline to take for
God, as His agent or minister, money
that, as far as they can see, has not
been honestly made.
When the great Glasgow bank failure
took place here some of the directors
were members of the Union Presby-
terian congregation of the city, and
jin. wi more of them we.e krg; giver.
> support, I am told, of
their particular churches. When, by
the judgments of their civil courts, they
were declared to have been guilty of
systematio fraud for some years back,
their liberal donations were all returned
to them, although it more than crippled
the congregations who did it
This fact was told me not by any of
themselves, bnt by a learned clergyman
of the Established Ghnrch of Bootiand,
who bore honorable testimony to their
devotien to principle, and their own
profession. Match it.
SELECTED MISCELLANY.
One has only to die to be praised.
It is easier to blame than to do
better.
Happily for little men the giants
have seldom any great wit.
Self inspection is the only means to
preserve us from self-conoeit.
' Vice stings ns even in our pleasures,
but virtue consoles ns even in our
pains.
It is right to be contented with what
we have, never with what we are —
Mackintosh.
He that pryeth into every! cloud may
be stricken with a thunderbolt— Jo#ep/i
Cook.
Mo books are so legible as the lives
of men ; no characters so plain as their
moral conduct.
Events are not in our power; but it
always is to make a good use of even
the woTBt.— Berkeley.
A year of pleasure passes like a float-
ing breeze, but a moment of misfortune
seems an age of pain.
I once knew a man who had advanced
to such a pitch of self-esteem that he
never mentioned himself without tak-
ing off his hat— Coleridge.
To some men nature is like some
women, inasmuch as it may be neces-
sary to thrust them into her acquaint-
ance and imprison them there before
they will loam to appreciate their
worth, but then, so great is the revela-
tion, they will call themselves stupid
for not loving her before. Good Com-
pany.
In one of our sleeping-cars in Amer-
ica there was an old bachelor who was
annoyed by the continued crying of a
child and the ineffectual attempts of
the father to quiet it. Pulling aside the
curtain and putting out his head, he
said: “Where is the mother of that
child? Why doesn’t she stop’ that nui-
sance?” The father said, very quietly:
“The mother is in the baggage-car in
her coffin ; I am traveling home with
the baby. This is the second night I
have been with the child, and the little
creature is wearying for its mother. I
am sorry if its plaintive cries disturb
any one in this car.” “ Wait a minute,”
said the old bachelor. The old man
got up and dressed himself, and com-
pelled the father to lie down and sleep,
while ho took the babe himself. The
old bachelor stilling the cry of that
babe all night was a hero. Aud the
man who, for the sake of others, gives
up a lawful gratification in hia own
house or in the social circle, is as great
a hero as though he stood upon the
battlefield.— J. B. Gough.
A Cat Story.
A first-rate cat story has come to our
notice from an entirely authentic
source. The scene is laid in the village
of Yarmonth. An aged gentleman and
his housekeeper constitute the family,
and their old cat finds the lines are
fallen to her in pleasant places. Family
prayers are the rale each evening in the
household, and the cat fell into ihe
habit of regular and punctual attend-
ance. No other of the cares that pro-
verbially crowd a cat’s life were ever al-
lowed to crowd this religious duty. At
the signal for prayers she would even
leave a mouse half caught, or give a
doomed bird a longer lease of exist-
eace, and decorously compose herself
in the lap of the housekeeper, with an
air of attention to the service that was
highly edifying. At the final “amen,”
she went friskily about her business.
But in an evil day there came a kitten
that was deemed superfluous, and sent-
ence of death was passed upon it. The
head of the family undertook the exe
cution of the sentence, and, unknown
to him, the cat was a witness to the
scene. From that day the cat refused
to attend the morning service, and can
not now be induced to listen to the
prayers of one who had so shocked her
sensibilities. She faithtnlly performs
ali other duties as before, and socially
purrs for the family on all secular oc-
casions, but seems to say, “Let my re-
ligious hours alone.” Portland (Me.)
Transcript.
A Serpent in a Cider tusk.
A farmer living near Salem, Pa., pur-
chased a barrel of cider from a neigh-
bor, of which he and one of his sous
took a drink. Shortly after both be-
came violently ill, and exhibited un-
doubted symptoms of having been pois-
oned. It v/z% not known then that the
cider had been tn; cause of their misfor-
tune, until iho farmer who had sold it to
them examined and tasted it, when he,
too, became ill. All three were confined
to their beds for several days, and in the
meantime the speculation was rife
among the other farmers of the neigh-
borhood as to what had poisoned the
cider. When the sick ones recovered,
the head of the barrel, whose contents
had created so much trouble, was
knocked in and the cider run out, when
those present were horrified to find the
body of a large black snake firmly
pressed against the bottom of the ves-8ek , __
Women inspire the political events of
France now aa o! old.
* A Fanny MUjtakn.
* The other day an old oonofcy woman drove
up in her wagon toa well-known ahoestore,
and entering the same, thus aoooeted the ur ’
bane proprietor: “I want to eee them »ere
‘Ninetj-flve’ Rubber Boots advertised in aB the
papera. Kn thinking they must be oheap at
96 cents, and Pll Just take home two pair to the
old mam*
B was difficult at draft to oonrinoe the old
lady that the figure* W referred to quality,
not price, and that the boots were 85 per oent
sterling pure; but when She waa shown a sam-
ple out open to display the interior, and saw
that the soles wove half an inch thick of solid
robber, and the upper and legs were double
thick, she waa contented to pay. not 96 cents
but several dollars, for a single pair of the
“Can dee 96 Per Cent Boote/^belioving they
would be the cbeapeet in the end for the "old
man." The storekeeper punched the date of
sale in the lege so as to fix the expiration of the
three months* warrant, and assured her in
case they did not stand the warrant, he would
give a new pair free of charge.
' Wanted.
Sherman A Co., Marshall, Mich., want an
agent in this county at once, at a salary of lluO
per monlh and expenses paid. Por full partic-
ulars address as above.
Fob one cent purchase a postal card and send
your address to Dr. Bauford, 162 Broadway,
New York, and reoei-ve pamphlets by roiuru
maU, from which you cau learn whetfier your
liver is out of order, and, If out of order or in
any way diseased, what is the best thing in the
world to take for it
The channels for toe exit of impurities from
the system must bo kept unobstructed or de-
plorable consequences will follow. Dh. Mott’s
Teoetablk Lived Pills, by restoring the Bow-
els lo an active condition, aot as a cleanser of all
the bodily iluids. Moreover they render the di-
eostivo and assimilative organs vigorous, rouse
the Hver, and purify tlie biliary secretion. As
a cathartic they arc infinitelv to be preferred to
dangerous blue pill Sold itj Druggists.
Fob Coughs and .Throat Disorders use
•“Brown's Bronchial Troches" having prevod
their effleionoy by a test of many years. 25
cents a box.
Mason a Hamlin Cabinet Organs are fur-
nishodj for cash, from $64 each, upward ; every
one being of the same highest oxoelieuoe.
Ip you wish to save one pair of boots every
7®*^ Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffener ap-
plied to them while they are new.
Youno men go west Learn telegraphy. Ad-
dress R. Valentine, Manager, Janesville, Wis.
Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy fobacoq
All Grocer* keep Q Gilbert’* Starches.
Danrhtrrm, Wive* nnd Motlrera.
DR. MARCUISI’S ITTRRINK CATHOLICON wfll
Vwnala W«akn*««. aurh aa FalUn* of the
Worab, Wb lM. Chronic InflimuiaMon or Uloor tlon of
rellaMa ramody. Hand |>o«uf card *or a pamphlet, with
treatment, roidfloatea from plmlclan* and
No Good Preaching.
No man can do a good job of work,
preach a good sermon, try a lawsuit
well, doctor a patient, or write a good
article when he feels miserable and
dull, with sluggish brain and unsteady
nerves, and none should make the at-
tempt in such a condition when it can
be so easily and cheaply removed by a
little Hop Bitters. See other column.
^-Albany Times.
Kidney-Wort effectively acts at the
same time on Kidneys, Liver Mid Bowels.—m
Healthy UhUd ftooa im B — rotmit, _________ _ __ ____
food. Aak your droygirt tor
'ARDfr-'"—
..^mediate relief, euro* cases
ofj°PC, •Ending in 1 week,
and ordinary ca*e« in 2 da
'ure. Gires
a
t^l ryca^' n3 m!
977 ^
GUNSw1^ Addressurg.Pa.
Sfifi “ w®** ta,0Ht0wn umn- T*™* and *S OutfitwU free. Addrsea H. Hallot A Co.. Portland, Ms.
$777j/&.R r
C?QQ AHA YEAR. Dew to Make It. Wm JpmuVOOVU*"* DOB tfc YONGE, St. Louis, Mo.
OP
HABIT A SKIN DISEASES.
Thonaanda cured. Lowest Pricea. Do not




______ _____ isrlcitown, Mass.
‘AY— With Btenail butflta. What costs *
A aella rapidly for 50 eta. Oataliwus /N*
JL Hna era, U2 Waah’n fit.. Boston, Maga
RhaVanAarA,BColroJF*t®Wort,'uu^I>r•Fooi!^.,,DIlRKBpeare 8 //,„/,* *,*'*/„ I rear for #1.
Sample copy/Wa. Murray Hill Puh.Oo.,129 K.38U’ St.N .Y
$10 to $1000
Address BAXTER 'iT^ValiV. If. Y.
IPFftITO vented tbiell Dr. r*W»9p00 RrrlpsBooh.
flu tN IS £”cwi V/*'
VOUNC MEN^TIiW
UHVlS. READ THIS
pie free. Address HHEHMAN A COM Maribalf, Mich. ^
MARK TWillfS NEW BOOK!
The Tramp Abroad.
GOOD TIMES FOR AGENTS AHEAD!
"'!J^'11'  mr.
FACTS AND FIGURES.
The eight principal French banks
have increased their deposits the past
ten years from 1,060,000,000 francs to
1,886,000,000 francs.
; The proportion of people in the
leading nations unable to read or write
is as follows: In Russia it is 91 per
cent., in Spain 8') per cent., in Italy 73,
in Austria 49, in England 33, in France
30, in the United States 20, and in Ger-
many 12 per ceft.
Brooklyn has only one church for
every 1,721 of population, while Wash-
ington has one for every 932. Cleve-
land has one for every 1,044; New Or-
leans, one for every 1,345; Cincinnati,
one for every 1,350; Baltimore, one for
every 1,412, and Boatou one for every
1,666. St. Louis has one for every
1,852 of population. The proportion
in New York stands one to 2,613.
From the criminal statistics just pub-
lished by tho Government of Italy, it
appears that in the tirst nine months of
1879 there were no fewer than 2,900
murders or attempts at murder commit-
ted iu the kingdom, being an average
often and two-thirds a day. In the same
period of three-quarters of a year there
occurred 1,900 cases of robbery on the
highway ; of the perpetrators of which
as many as 800 had entirely escaped the
hands of justice.
From a statement prepared by the
Central News, showing the number of
separate speeches made by thirty-five
public speakers in the United Kingdom
from Jan. 1, 1872 to Oct. 1, 1379, it ap-
pears that Mr. Gladstone heads the list,
and distances all competitors in the
number of speeches (34) and words
(215,000). Mr. Bright comes next, with
24 speeches and 129,300 words. He is
followed by Lord Hartington, with 25
speeches and 113,703 words. Sir Staf-
ford Northcote has made 26 speeches
and 100,900 words; Mr. Forster, 32
speeches, 91,100 words, and the Bari of
Beaconsfield 24 speeches, with 90,300
words.
The corn crop of the United States
amounted to 1,388,218,750 bushels, of
which Illinois produced 225,932,700
bushels. The average yield per acre
was as follows : In Maine, 40 bushels to
the acre; New Hampshire, 39; Vermont,
41; Massachusetts, 36; Rhode Island,
32; Connecticut, 29; New York, 36;
New Jersey, 36; Pennsylvania, 35; Del-
aware, 25; Maryland, 23; Virginia, 17;
North Carolina, 13; South Carolina, 9;
Georgia, 11; Florida, 9; Alabama, 12;
Mississippi, 13; Louisiana, 19; Texas,
26; Arkansas, 24; Tennessee, 19; West
Virginia, 27; Kentucky, 22; Ohio, 24;
Michigan, 37 ; Indiana, 32 ; Illinois, 27 ;
Wisconsin, 37; Minnesota, 38; Iowa,
37 ; Missouri, 26; Kansas, 33; Nebraska,
42; California, 34; Oregon, 33; Nevada,
Colorado and the Territories, 30.
Shaving an Old Acquaintance.
“They want you to come around the
corner to No. 11 to shave a man that
has gone dead,” whimpered a little boy,
as he opened the door of the barber’s
shop and showed tho half of a very
smutty fade with one sinful eye in it.
The barber lathered the deceased, says
the Providence Journal, and then fell
to shaving and dreaming — dreaming
that he had been awarded the professor-
ship of tho tonsorial chair in some cele-
brated college, and, while in this ab-
sent "state of mind, the barber, for-
getting that the man was dead and not
in a mood just then to talk, re-
marked : “Remarkable winter weather
this. tDocs the razor hurt you, sir?”
and continued shaving, when suddenly
the dead man raised himself up in his
bed, opened his eyes and exclaimed,
“ Ha, ha, ha— that vaice— the only
thing that could arouse me from this
stupor that resembles death, because it
was that voice threw me into the trance
—ha, ha, ha 1 Oh 1 how I have waited to
hear that voice again 1 For three days
I have been on this bed ; I could see and
bear the people come and go, and tho
days go down under the hills, and the
nights come hurrying up with their
troops of stars, and every iastant
I 'listened for the on’y voice that
could save me from .the grasp of this
trance monster. Four days ago — it
seems ages -I was shaved iu your shop.
I ventured to remark that it was tv fine
morning, at which you commenced to
talk and continued talking. I staggered
home in a daze and dropped to sleep.
Now, barber, go on shaving, but don’t
speak— don’t move your lips, unless you
want to throw me back into the old un-
consciousness and lose me forever.”
The barber tied a towel tightly around
his mouth, shaved his customer, and
then tiptoed back to his shop, contrite
in spirit and a reformed man.
Playing Hen.
One of tho strangest stories of som-
nambulism, from the Milwaukee Sen-
tinel, which has ever been narrated :
Jhe parties to the wonder are two
Brothers, one a little boy, the other a
young man, both living in that city.
They sleep together, and seem both ad-
dicted to sleep walking, the older one
in particular. The other night the
mother was awaked from a sound sleep
by a tremendous racket, and, rushing to
the room where the boys slept, found
them chasing each other around like
dog and cat.
“ What are you doing - ?”
“Chasing the hen — after the hen,”
.the older one said.
The younger one gave much the same
answer when questioned.
It was some minutes before they could
be quieted. When they got up next
morning neither of them remembered
any particular of the peformance. Come
to find out, however, each was impressed
with the idea that he had turned into a
hen, and was chasing round another.
Which performance any one who has
haunted a barnyard has seen a great
many times.
For Young Men it Church Fairs.
The following bits of advice, culled
from the leading magazines of the day,
are intended for the eye of the young
men who attend church fairs : j Be
pleasant, and smiling, and cheerful.
When they offer you the seductive bowl
of oyster soup, bend over it, affect to
examine it critically, smell it, then rise
up, shake your head sadly, and with a
sweet, suggestive smile, say, “ No, thank
you, I guess not.” This adds greatly to
the happiness of the silver-haired, moth-
erly old lady who made the soup.
Lie boldly to the first girl who wants
you to take a chance in the parsonage
cake. Tell her that you have already
two chances. This will make it easier
for the next lie. Then, when she looks
over her list and says she can’t find your
name, tell her you bought your chances
of the other young lady. Then, when
she says she is the only person selling
chances in this cake, tell her then it
must have been in the other cake. Then,
when she says this is the only cake they
are raffling on, brace up, look her right
in the eye, and tell her, “ O yes, you
remember now— it must have been in the
cake last year.” She can’t deny this,
and you can look triumphant. But re-
member, ray son, if you start a thing of
this kind you will have to keep it up.
If you pick up any pretty little arti-
cle on the fancy tables ask the price of
the same, and, when you are told, drop
it from your nerveless fingers, and, as it
falls upon the floor, exclaim, it tones of
amazement, “Well, I am - ,” and
leave the audience to imagine what you
are. This never fails to please the
young lady who has charge of that
table. She will mention you to her
friends.
Affect a pleasant, but natural and un-
disguised, horror of the tidies, and des-
ignate the worsted work as “stuff.”
Wonder what thelambrequins are for, and
laugh a short, explosive sardonic laugh
when the ladies tell you. If some girl
has sent a water-color or oil-painting of
her own to the fair, affect to . mistake
tho road for a river, and wonder why
people are driving along the top of the
water in a wagon. Also, try to spell
out the name of a hotel on the elm tree
in the foreground, affecting to mistake it
for an old-fashioned swinging country
inn sign— New Orleam Timet*.
Pennsylvania Poets.
A correspondent of the Springfield
Republican hajb: We have all known
much concerning Bayard Taylor— he
was long before the world, wrote much,
and early became popular by his first
prose book. His early poems also were
pleasing, • and I remember some of
them that I first read in the Tribune
more thin thirty years ago. He labored
at poetry for many years in original
verses, in translations, and at last in an
ambitious drama of the world’s history,
which came out just before the author’s
death. It was a serious, earnest work,
and in it the author pushed his
talent as far os it would go— yet
it still fell far short of genius. So we
must say, too, of this collection of his
shorter poems, which his friend Mr.
Boker has edited, and his friend Sted-
manjhas commended in an elaborate re-
view prited the other day in Scribner'*
Magazine. There is much that is good
in it. but nothing that is very good, and
little that will be long remembered.
“A miss is as good as a mile”— and he
who just misses the poetic prize is as
far from it as he who has never con-
tended. I do not expect to see fine
poots produced in Pennsylvania;
that American Bcootia has done
much for mankind, but she has
ot contributed many memorial verses.
There is something in tliis ban of
locality- in some regions poetry will
not be written for ages, if ever, while
in others, like Attica and Scotland and
New England, it seems to bubble forth
from the ground or to be breathed in
the air— so native and abundant is it.
Who are the recognized poets of Amer-
ica? Bryant, Emerson, Longfellow,
Whittier, Lowell, Holmes, Poe— all
born in boaton, or within a shorter dis-
tance from that city than Harrisburg is
from Pittsburg, or Philadelphia from
the oil wells. Perhaps the next crop of
poots will spring up elsewhere— it may
be in tho South— but Pennsylvania will
not yield them, nor quite know what to
do with them. _
Prof. Nordenskjold thinks that a
voyage along the northern coast of Si-
beria, from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
might often be made by a steamer spe-
cially fitted out, and manned by an ex-
perienced crew, and that such a voyage
would occupy only a few weeks.
A Word to Workers.
If yonr avocations are mentally or physically
laborious, if they subject you to exposure in
inclement weather, if they confine yon to the
desk and are of a nature to involve wear and
tear of brain, and nervous strain, yon mar oc-
casionally require some renovating tome. Hoe-
tetter’s btomach Bitters is the article for yon;
it stimulates the failing energies, invigorates the
body and cheers the mind. It enables the sys-
tem to tnrow off the debilitating effects of un-
due fatigue, gives renewed vigor to the organs
of digestion, arouses the liver when inactive,
which it very often is with people whose pur-
suits are sedentary, renews the Jaded appetite,
and enoonrages healthful repose. Its ingredi-
ents are ea'e, and its credentials, which con-
sist in the hearty indorsement of persons of
every class of society, are most convincing.
Admirably is it adapted to the medical wants
of workers. _
Da. 0. E. Bhokmakeb, of Reading, Pa., is
the only aural surgeon in the United States who
devotes all his time to the treatment of delt-
nees and diseases of tho ear and catarrh: es-
pecially running ear. Nearly twenty years' ex-
perience. Thonsands testify to his sldlL Con-
sult him by mail or otherwise. Pamphlet /k##.
.•V CARLETON’S HOUSEHOLD
ENCYCLOPAEDIA.
The most T&laabU slnjrU Book am printed. A
traaauy of knowM**. There haa nem before bean
publlihed In one rolatne eo much uaefnl information on
arerr aabjaoL Brautifollr Uluatretod, price $2 A0.
A WHOLE LIBRARY IN ONE VOLUME.
TA nricrn onb hj anbacriprion. The
TO AGENTS $opr*? -U am known.* /Terma, etc., addrrea
(i. W. CARLKTON & CO.. Pnbllahen, If. Y. City.
TSCTn IB MIQIITY!
slrtTv^s^sii u siv/iw
*Mk r«u mU> «f ip.
Ink «r blit, mmi 1.
•r |W hMN l*~*b rfml tMM u4 plM. vW. m
E£355r£“‘‘IBM
thing, for Agenta. Orer 300 Agenta are now making
from B8 to $15 a day. Hend atamp for particnUrt.
REV. B. T. BUCK. Milton, Nortbumtariand Co., Pa.
YOUNG IAN OR OLD,
WU bM4t »w U..k«. MnxtkM u4
IM bwr Hr **‘I »*anUm* b« m4 Mir BIX H.W r„ IU1
i a. _
1
GENTS WANTED FOR A TOUR
ROUND IE WORLDAi
It BY GENERAL GRANT. aQ
FXUCOSl OXffXjX”
Thla la the faateat*acliing book ever publlahod, and the
only complete and authentic Hlatorr of Grant's Trareli.
Bend for circulars containing a fall description of tbs
work end oar extra terms to A KonU. Address
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO..Chicago, 111.
THE CHEAPEST BOOK IN THE WORLD I
Tie New American Dictionary.
Die Best Field
EMIBIUNTB
AN IMMRN8R AREA OP RAILROAD
AND GOVERNMENT LAND8* OP GREAT
FERTILITY. WITHIN EA8Y REACH OF
PERMANENT MARKET. AT EXTREME-
LY LOW PKICE8, la bow offered for anle
In EA8TEUN OREGON and EASTERN
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
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GRAIN AT PORTLAND COMMANDS A




------- . _ -telffe R. R. and Oregon
Railway nnd avigation Co. are now build-
ing 600 miles of railway, traversing ihls
region in all dlreellous. The aettler la thns
aaaured eaay and cheap trnnhiiortntlon to
tide-water on the Colnmbln river, and a
rapid Increaae In the value of these lauds,
which are now open to purchase anil pre-
emption.
LAND8 SHOW an AVERAGE YIELD of
40 BUHIIBL8 OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
No Fallare of Crops ever known.
RAILROAD LXND8 offered at the uniform
rate of £2.60 an acre.
CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
For pamphlet and maps, descriptive of
country. Its reaonreea. climate, route of
travel, rates and fall Infarmatlon, address
T. R. TANNATT,
Gen’l Eastern Pas«*r Agent,
262 Broadway, New York City.
Containing 80,000 Worm. Double-Column
Puses, and illu.trat.d with 150 tngrarinn. Orthog-
raphy, Prominriutlon, and Definitions ac-
rordlng to th* be.t Engllah and American
Lexirogrnphers. Very liand.om.lr bound in Cloth
and Gilt, btni Free Io evrry rradrr of thli adrfrtlMnt.nl
upon receipt ot SC7 Cents to mv p»»tag» and other
fipen.e*. 'fbi. great offer it good for 410 days only, and
I. made eolely fur the purpo.e of Introduction, but two
Dictionarie. will lie emt to one addreu for Fifty Cent*. Order
now. Enrlota 87 Cents In currency or pottage .tamps,
and mention th’t paper, and aildrce.
WILDEH A: CO., Areh Hi., Boston, Maas.$1425 $100
Proportional return, erery week on Stock Optl»na of
*80. — 860. — 8100, — *600.
Official Ken irta and Circular* free. Addreaa
T. POTT Kit WIGHT k GO.. Banker*, 8f> Wall St., If.Y.
GHAMPLIN’S LIQUID PEARL,
I* u*ed by Act retaea, Opera Singer* and Ladles of Fash-
ion to create the dhtingut appearance *o much admired
by every one. By !U u»e the roughest akin i* made to ri-
val the pure radiant texture of youthful beauty. Use the
LIQUID PEAR I, according to directions end you
need no longer complain of a freckled, tanned or rustic
complexion. Sold by all druggUta. Price 60 cents a
bottle. Beware of imitation*.
CHAMPLIN A GO.. Propr’*, BufTalo. N. Y.
JOHN B. PAGE «fc HON.al POULTRY, KGGS, GAME, FURS, Etc.,
lb8 Park Place. New York.
NEW CANE HEAT for Re-Seating, Gan--
vaa-Back. Wrongest on Earth. Futon
SINGER
SEWING MACHINE.
Oh 30 Days' Trial
We will send our Electro-Voltaic Balts and other
Klee trio Appliances upon trial for 80 days to those
afflicted with Atrvoiu DtMUty and dittatei (\f a tm-
•anal nttfurt. Also of the liver, Kidneys, Rheumatism,
ParaJyili, Ac. A nr* curt guarani**.! or no pay.
Addreaa Yoltalo Belt C o., Marshall, Mich.
^GENERAL GRANT
by Hon. J. T. Hoadlay , the great descriptive author.
A complete and bri I itant history of his "Tour Around
the World”— splendidly Ulustrated— together with a full
and authentic history of his entire Military and Civil




No. 8, like ent, 818.50.
No. 4, with four drawers. 8*1.00.
warranted. Will give 10 daya’
faction. Hand for olrcniara and
full information. I,. G. K N I FFEN .II I'll IIIBl It’ll. MAV 8% .8 8 r g- B-4.8 a
*14 West Water Ht., Milwaukee, Wla.
r*o. « i _
Every machine fully
trial and guarantee aatii
Here Is the beat chanoaof
______ „ ^ , you
Beware of Imitations by unknown authors,
agenta are aweeplng the field because they hare the
Book worth buying. Send for proof. Also circulars
HUB -------- “ ‘tonus to IBABD BB08„ Chicago. :
Tit SMITH HU CO.
First Established 1 Most Suoooaafoll
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard
value In all the
LEADING MARKETS
# OF THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognized as the FINEST
IN TONE.
OVER 80,000
Made and in use. New Designs constantly.
Best work and lowest prices.
49* Send for a Catalogua.
Tnml SI, op]L WiUkm St, MO'Kia
OPIUM








1$ the Old Rsliablc Concentrated Lye
FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAXIX6.
IT JS FULL WKIQBt AMD 8TRKM9TB.
The market is flooded with (sfrcaDad) Concentrated
Iga. which is adulterated wlUi salt and roaln, and tronf
wiakaeoap.
HAVE MOMKT, AMD BUT TBB
SaponifieR
MADE BY THB
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co,
PHILADELPHIA.
Nlorphlne Habit Cared In 10
to 80 days. No|»ay till Cared.
Lin. J. HTACi'HACNit, Lebanon. Ohio.
MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
Dmonrtrafd b*,t hr HIGHEST HONOUR AT AI.L
WORLD’S EXP081T10NB FOR TWELVE YKA118,
vis.: At Paris. 1W7: Viehka, 1873: H*ntuoo, 187*;
Philadelphia, 1876 ; PAmn, 1878; and Giiand Nwhhhii
Gold Medal, 1871 Only American Organa ever award-
ed highest bonora at any aDch. Bold for cash or Inatall-
menu. 1 llcsthated C ataloouks and Circular*, with
OBOANOO^ SoOTbTNBW YORJL « GHICAGo!
CURED FREE!
Infallible and nnax celled remedy fo<
tiaa aent N
any •offerer sending me hli
and K Hires* au
dress.
Dm. H. O. ROOT, 183 PsarijBtreei. Iff iw York. |WE
„ week. $13 a day at home easily made. Costly
Outfit free. Addrata Taint k Co., Aoguate. Ms.
30,000 ACRES
Choicest Land In Eastern Kansas. Title per.
feat Owner tired paying taxes. Will aall all in 1880
A.T -A. 0ACTHXX"XOSI.
Wmiaasa foe ten rear* at nominal rent.
L'karlee M. Hiehhlwa, Atehl— , Manana
FRANK LESLIES
Stories. Per*on*10t>Mlp,st«..eto. Amuting Cartoons
and beautiful Illuitratlona It haa nearly reached Hi
Semi-Centennial Voluma. Published evwnr Wednes-
day, price 10 cento. Annual aubaerip(V>n $4. postpaid,
Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly U remarks-
bla tor IU excellence, cheapoeas and oomprehentivs-
naas, and its reputation I* firmly eetablUhed. Tbs bast
living writers are among lla contributors ; Its columns
represent every department of literature, so teat all
Uatos will be gratified and all claeaea of raiders derive
entertainment and I
, Frank Leslie's Cklainey Cerner.-Thta bees-
Ufal periodical baa, for nearly twenty year*, maintained
Ita superiority Over
8toBr..*e*w and ! ___
Oomtantly presented,




la hilly demonstrated by the number In use and the
present demand for them. It saws Lon of any size.
Dae man can saw mors logs or cord wood In one
day and easier than two men can the old way. B
will saw a two foot log In three minutes. Every
Parmer needs one. Township agenta wanted.
Bend for Illustrated Circular and Terms.
. «w»!U, walnt ea*», w  rat’d ® year*, *t eel A keek *B*t
..... . lawaa.(le«l, retrrakoek, gl-aS twf 950. B*t*n
ycjtmy beiaretawritea*. Illn.tratrdflewipapr first I'roo
A<tire«» DANIEL F. BEATTY, Hew Jrrery.
MMYIlSBsm * care* three dlaesare. General Da*
blllty, Diabetes. Psina In the Back,
Loins or bide, Dropsy, Gravel. Dis-
sipation, and aU.Dteaaare of the
Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Ot-
gan* are cored by
iT*S REMEDY.
Family Pbyslciana prescribe H UN T'H REMEDY,





contribute to IU The content* embrace herial Novels,
Novelettes, Sketches, Advent urea, BlographUa, Anao-
dates, ate. Six Iren nagea, eight of which are beanti-
faUy amballUhed. I»ubUahed every Monday, pries M
cents. Annual sabecripUon, |4, postpaid.
Frank Leslie's Hnnday Magazine. -This
brilliant periodical la undoubtedly the cheapest Sun-
day Migarine In the world i Its merits have secured for
It an Immense circulation, and it receives the wannest
commendations of the religion* and aaonUr preaa.
Pure and bsalthy in ita Iona and teaching, s»rctly non-
sectarian, It Inculcate* principle* of morality and vir-
tue. and proeenU the truth In Ita moat attractive forms.
There are IntormUng Serial*. Short Mtorlre. A ventures,
Eaaan. Poems, and a Miscellany embracing a large v*.
riety of ssbWa.ltt quarto pages and 100 Uluitrations
In each number. Published on th* 10th of every month.
Price, tingl* copy, 36 cent*; annual subscription, *3,
Frank Leslie's Lady’s Jsarnal la the most
Popular, A rtlitlc and Entertaining of tea Weakly Jour-
nal* of Fashion. Each number contain* 16 pag«a, with
excallant Picture* and Full Descriptions of th* vary
Latest Style* of Lad Ireland Children's Wear: uaefnl
alvaly for the LtDY'a Joubhal. Published every rrt-
day, pries 10 cant*. Annual subscription *4, postpaid
Frank Leslie's Lady's Mngnxlnc.-Tb* only
complete Fsablon Magazine In America. Ita report* of
the ever varying stylre of Costume*, Hats, Bonnet*, etc.,
are published umulteneoi.aly with thoae In the French
luumala, *o that tho lubacribcra receive the earl leal In-
formation. The plain and colored Fashion Plates, tin.
ported monthly from Paris, ore accompanied with ao-
uureto descriptions, and the Illustration* are In tbs
highest stri* of art. Tha literary department la of a
varied and entertaining character. Publlihed month-









 satire. A roost e i i
of 96 quarto pagaa, filled with Interesting Stoi las, Tates,
Stirring Adventures, Startling Incident*. Anecdotes,
etc., etc. It la profusely and handsomely Ulnatrated.
Publlihed monthly ; *tngla copy 16 cants ; annual sub-
scription $1.60, postpaid.
Frank Lrnlle'n Roys' and Girls' Weekly.—
The oldest and best juvenile papar published. A coo-
stant succession of Serial and Short Stories, full of
Fun, Animation and Brightness, and ...
tlonallsm. Portrait* and Sketch** of
Pupil* In the Public Schools, Adv«
Travel, Anecdotes, Puzs)es.eta.,stc. men numoaris
profoaely Illustrated. Publlabsd avarr Monday. Price,
single number, 6 cento; annual subscription, |3-tt>
postage Included.
Frank Lealle'n Pleasant Honrs.— A monthly
periodical containing literature of the most p teasing
character, Tales, Narratives, Adventures, Poetry, ate.,
ate. Every ttorv la complete in each number and th*
pages abonnd with beautiful engravlnga end exceeding-
ly delightful end entertaining reeding. A pteasaBt
hour can always be passed in Ita company. Prlc* 11
oanta a copy. Annual subacription 11.60, postpaid. >
prepared lltenn contents, which will not fall to fix tho
attention cf, and Intel sat and Initract, children of ten-
der year*. Th* Ohattxbbox aboold ba In avsryboua*a r s ba CH k sh u D i a OMO-
hold . Publlihed monthly. Prlc* only 10 cents a copy,
or 91 a year, postage fra*.
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,





covered for &e cure of Wouade, 1
tlsaif Nkln DUtaaee, Piles,
blata*, Are. In order that every
ul aubatance U
 mt the world to
f n«
put up ’in 16 and 36 cent bottles* tor
Obtain It from yourdruggist.and you will




received th* lll|tl>•*l M*d*1 at th- rectal
PA HIM EXPOSITION.over comiwtliura Thrir
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
llWUilK*) I. WAiaAVTKD Knl tchrekB
ilnwtinvp. t'i»hlt>,. Prlc* 1 1,1*.. Thtlr
I* ...ft and anlMa *ud rentals* no
tunc*. Prlc* by mall.ll.M.
Pur Ml* by *11 l*a>tlng mrechtnta
WAfiNEB BROS.. 351 Brotflvaj, X. T.
A larwe etehLnaM naner of BA hmad oolnmn* wfll
a^t^ifiiyJS SKow^for ‘
ONE DOLLAR
THB BUN. N. Y. Gto.
d the beat by the high-
HRu** In th* world. Given hlghret
Parlor Organ Instruction Book*
(81.50.) A. N. JOHNSON. This very eaay, thorw
ough and practical book tosebea l>otL light sen
sacred mualo; that la, Kong*, Slarcbe*, Waltsas,
Rondos, Hundav School. School and Church Mhato;
In fact, everything that can be played on a read
organ. It Includes (0 tunes for one hand, 160 exor-
cises for flngerihg, Mlgraded pieces for laaaoni, and
a bo u l^l 40 Hymn Tun* and Gieea, all with fall and
Johnson’8 New Method forThoroueh
M“lc' 3 “
Temperance Jewels <3* ....
commend* Itself to clergymen by the religious char-
acter of Its contents, and to aU Temperance i>eopte
by Uie excellence of its poetry and mualc. Rend fir
Specimen Copy!
White Robes P<*^r-’SSS&
as “tha sweetest Sunday School Song Book ever
Send /or Specimen Copy I
P 8U BWJ RII^OBL^rJ “THE
NEW YEAR'S
REU4IRI> »» (i« OO). and recalv?* te^timw
that amount In good music, all th* news, and valu-
able Inatructlva articles.
OUTER DIT80N k CO., Boston.
C.H.DItson&Co* J.E.DltsonAC^.
_ 843 Broadway. N.T. 1 24fS Obmrot^St^P^
_ 0.8.0. _______ Waf
WHEN WklTING TO ADVKRTHBH8.
77. pknait any you enw Ike ndvcrflscmcM
lu iIiIn paper.
PERFECTED* BUTTER COLO
6Ivm BitterUeffilt-«4g*4 «^or We rwroMl. The larreit Bniter Huyen recommend
Thousand! of Dalnrmen say IT IS PERITEOT. Uaed by allthe beat • reamed ca. Awarded t
natlonalDIplomaatN.Y. Dairy Fair. Aak your droBristorinerrhcntforlticr write toa»’/. vhstl.. . _




Insjcts Which Injaro Wheat— The Three
Wheat E&emiei.
The wheat midge, Cecidomyin Tniici,
has been known in Grunt Britain for more
than ̂ hundred yeart, and was introduced
in this country in unthreshed wheat in the
port of Quebec, and was observed in north
ern Vermont in 1828. Fitch says it has
occasioned a loss of millions of dollars
annually to the state of New York.
^ Luckily its parasitic destroyers are here
with it and constantly repress it. One ol
these parasites deposits its eggs in the
larva*, another in the eggs of the midge,
causing them to perish. Spare the paras-
ites, they are the friends of the farmers,
These insect!# are now in minute cocoons,
scarcely the size of mustard. seeds, slightly
under the surface of the ground, in the
wheat stubble. Destroy them by plowing
the stubble under. A portion may have
been carried in the wheat heads into the
burn and threshed out and have gone into
the screenings of the fanning mill. There-
fore you cannot be to careful about those
screenings. See that they are not scat-
tered.
The Hessian fly, Ceoidomyia (Ustructo,
was probably brought to this country by
the Hessian soldiers, in a package of straw,
in August 1770. Its habits are well known.
As we stated, the fly appears in September,
when the fall wheat is but a few inches
high. Its eggs resemble minute reddish
grains, and are laid in the creases on the
upper surface of the leaf. They hatch in
about a week, and the minute, glossy,
white maggot crawls down the sheath ol
the leaf to its base at the crown of the root
just below the surface ol the ground, where
it lives by sucking the juices of the plant.
Our correspondent is wrong in supposing
• that the fly deposits her eggs at the root.
Hut he states an important fact— that deep
drilled wheat is freer from the insect, for
the simple reason that the grub cannot gel
down to the crown of the root. Instinct
is a great thing, says Falstaff. Those in-
sects are governed by instinct. They seek
a resting and hiding place at the crown of
the root, where they can suck at their
Pleasure. There the flax seed now rests.
In the spring the egg will be placed high-
er up. and the second brood of worms
will be nestled at the lower joints of the
straw, and these are weakened, tail down,
and the broken straws of an infested field
look as though the cattle had passed ovet
them. We adviscihe trial ofspiing wheat
where the Hessian fly is prevalent, next
spring, and the plowing under of the win-
ter wheat and sowing the land to oats, bar-
ley, or to the planting of corn. We are
convinced that much may be hoped for
from the parasites. They are undoubted-
ly in the slate. Our correspondent thinks
they are small. Of course they are. The
powers of nature, though unseen and too
minute for the human eye, are wonderful.
Insect eats insect.
The grain weevil, Calandra granaria,
infests the ripened grain, or stored wheat,
barley, rye, oats, corn and rice. It is in
all parts of the world. We must not call
midge the weevil.
How to Make Hena Lay in Winter.
Eggs can only be produced by the hens
OJtof the materials by their food. A
scanty supply of the former is therefore
tl»e inevitable result of a short supply of
the latter. In winter when eggs ate most
valuable this is particularly shown: for
as there is then no insect or much other
food to be obtained by scratching the pro-
duction of eggs diminishes remarkably
unless the fowls are well fed. The old
Lattiu proverb, “Ex nihile nihil fit,” out
of nothing, nothing comes, is as true of
hens as of anything else. During the
long cold' nights of winter a hen cannot
keep up animal warmth nnd keep up the
production of eggs on one meal a day.
They cannot lay eggs and go to roost <m
empty crops. Early hatched pullets are
a good thing to have if you want winter
eggs. These will begin to lay about Nov-
vember or December, and if well fed will
not be broody until February. Recollect
what ao egg consists of. The shell is
formed of carbonate of lime, therefore the
fowls want chalk or old mortar, or marble,
or lime or shells, which is not a com-
mon Winter's diet. A mixed feed is best,
which every farmer can furnish. A good
laying breed of hens is a requisite also.
Like winter dairying so with the winter
egg business— you must have the cows
and the bens, the feed and the shelter.
I would like to know where is the best
place to winter bees, out of doors or in a
building, and if in the latter how it should
be constructed.
Answ’kh.— If colonies are of reasonable
strength they had best be wintered out of
doors: the hive should be properly pack-
ed inside, and should have outside protec-
tion. When wintered out of doors bees
suffer less from spring dwindling, tboueh
they consume more food.
If a building is constructed for the pur-
pose it should be made like an ice house,
so that the temperature will be as uniform
us possible.
THE READY FAMILY SOAP MAKER:
LEWIS’
LYE




The RtroaireeC end parrst Lye made. Will
maku 13 i>ounda of tao beet Perfumed Hard Soap
la 30 minutes without boiling.
The beat water-ooftener made.
The Ih'hI dlalntectant.
The followimr are eome of the nd Tun times
obtained by onng Lewis' 98 Per Cent. Powdered
Lye:^ First. It is packed in an iroif can with
~^Mpa nliii or removabln lid. easily taken off
and loavlnK the contents exinwcd. there-
by savlnK the trouble, annoyance, amt
. solid in the cans, must bo
Mrk broken with a hammer to get
A the Lye out.
BJT* M Second. It belntr a fine
!
m eta, and th
thereby aa
BB With othei  at once an:
strer
fc
I powder, you can remove the
Dd and rour out all the con-
tents, being always ready for
f Third. A teaspoonf ul or more can bo
'used, as in water-softening, scrubbing,
e lid returned to the can, and
s ve the balance of contents.
her Lyes nil must be dissolved
d used in a short time, or the
ength is gone,
i AhFourth. bsolute purity. Free
from all adulterations.
Fifth. The best Soap can- be made in from ten
to twenty minutes with this Lye.
Hixth. No failure is possible in making Soap
with this Lye when the simple directions given
are followed.
Hcvcnth. One can of this Powdered Lye Is
equal to twenty pounds of Bal Soda or Washing
Soda.
Eighth. One can of this Lye will saponify one
round more of grease than any other Concentrated
Lye. Ball Potash, or Sainraltler.
Ninth. This Lye Is ft per cent stronger than
any other Lye or Potash.
Tenth. One to two teaspoonfuls will soften a




Elev  One teaapoonful will thoroughly
cleanse Hinks. Drains, or Closets.
Invalu  for killing Roaches, Mice, Rata, eta
The best article for washing Trees.
MAWTTTACTCaSD OKLT BT
G.T. Lewis & Mensies Co.
PHILADELPHIA.
A MONTH guaranteed. $13 a day at
homo made by the industrious. Capital
.i..M ...not required; we will stsri yon. Men.
Id w v U women, boys and girls make money faster
ut work Tor us than at anything else. The work i‘
light and pleasant, and such as anyonecan go right
at. Those who are wise who see this notice will
send us their addresses at once and see for them
selves. Cosily outfit and terms free. Now is the
time. Those already at work are laying up large




^P-of H»rrt*,^»fter mn^ywi of siody sided by chem-
Mined in the treatment of • Urge mmiber of eairi'under
bis rsrf. ftu stint mcceeded in compounding sn INFAL-








inn disease, so prevalent among leituies, is but Tiftl*
understood by physicians. Its drain upon the system is
so excessive and debilitating, that our American women
are r.p dly becoming a "race or invalids.” incapable ot
producing healthy offspring, or enjoying life’s plea urei.
Prof Harris ^ aginalfastille, a new departure in medicine.
A thoroughly common sense treatment. Applied directly
to the seat of the disease, and itsspeciflc Influence exerted
at once, producing an immediate soothing and restorative
effect. The application of the remedy is attended with no
pain or unpleasantness, and does not interfere with the or-
dinary pursuits and pleasures of life. Circulars are sent In
perfectly plain envelopes, securely sealed from observation,
and remedy put up in neat plain boxes ol three sixes, with
full directions Inside. No. 1, (enough to lasta month,)
10 ; No. 8, ( enough to last two months) , |8 : No. 8, (lasting
threp months, and ample for cure, excepting in chronic
cases) |10. With each box we send a Female Syringe
and some TonicPills.as auxiliaries to the remedy.
( )
•* w*»sssv a wsssv A iawg BUAIIIBI l« »!•« irillltij
•*endjtanij» for a pamphlet^iving full description
application.' This pamphlet aloM isworthalfun.
dredtimes Ita cost to any lady In dellrata health,
being athoroughly practical treatlseon thlt disease
Prof. Harris' Vaginal Paitillea can be obtained only from
HARRIS REBEDY CO.MF’G.CHEMISTS.
Msrhst and Mth 8ts. 8T. LOUI8, MO.
To ft year, nr $5 to 190 a day
in yonr own locality. No rick.
Women do us well as men. Many
make more than the amount staled
above. No one can fail to make money fast. And
one can do the work. Yon can make from. 'Wets,
to $3 an hour by devoting your evenings and spare
time to the business. It costs yon nothing to try
the business. Nothing like it for money making
ever offered before. Business pleasant and strict-
ly honorable. Reader, if you want to know all
about the best paving bnsine-s before the public,
send us yonr address and we will send yon full
particulars and private terms free- samples worth
§5 also free; von can then make rp your mind for
vourself. Address GEORGE STINSON A CO.,
Portland, Maine. 19-lj
BOOKS& MILLION
A large, saw u4 complete Quid* to
JVsdlock. cealaiotef , with Buy other*,
bo feilowiif chapter* i A cometoat
Veauahood, Select wo eflttfe.EviJeacco
,of VirgiaHy, Temperament*, compatible
land incompatible, SteriUty la Women,
Icaiae and treatmeat. Advice to BrM*
'groom, Advice to Husband*. Advteo to
Wlvoo, Proeti tattoo, Ita caaaaa, Caliban and Ms trim any com-
parod, Coaiagal datiea, Cooceptioa, Coahoameat, Lora tad
t uumhip, Impedimenta to Mam art la ante aad famtle, Scteaca
of Reprodactioa, Siifto Lite cooaiderod. Law of Marriage,
Low of Divorce, Local rigbti of married women, etc.. Includ-
ing Dlaeasaa peculiar to Women* their eaoem and tract-
meat. A book for private end considerate reeding, ol 890 pagee,
with fall mie Eagraviaga, by mail, meted, for 00 cents.
-THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER*
on ByphQla, Gonorrhoea. OImL Stiiotorm Varloo-
cole, Ac., also oo Spannatorrhooa, Baxnal Debility, cad
I tn potency, from Self-ebam and E creases, causing Icmtaal
Emimione, Nervonmean, Avertioa la lactetT, Ceafaetea ad
Idris, Physical Decay, Dtmaom of Sight, Deisctivo Mammy,
Lorn of sexual Power, etc., auhiag marriage Imnnpm or
anhappy, giving treatment, aad a groat maay valeahfo rocoipte
for the can of. ah private dimo(Mi aSS pagoa,ovm SO ptefofo
Sfouft Adrian .-Lector* aa laahaad aad Wemaabead, IS a.
we tend all thnaot tha
above described books,
600 pegm aad ovw
js&Fxs;
positively tha moet popular Medical Book publishad.
The Author It an experienced phyalclan of many
veara practice, (aa la well known), and the advleo
nicely Pound in on* vo
100 llmatrotlone, and oml
live ayitera that la worth
value to those suffering from impurllieoof the system, early
trrosv, loft vigor, or any of the numerous troublee coming
under the head o ----- ‘ ‘ ------
FALL AND WINTER OPENING.
A large number of DRESS SILKS in dif-
ferent shades and colors.
Full and winter DRESS GOODS. The lat-
est styles and patterns. Real novelties.
0
A large variety™ ready made CLOAKS,
ot different prices.
A complete stock CLOAKING, and a large
variety of Trimmings.
Numbers of SHAVVLS, of all prices, and
SKIRTS of different styles.
Ladies' nnd Misses’ UNDERWEAR, of
different prices. Babies’ Bootes, etc.
HOSIERY of every description; Ladies’
and Misses’ HOODS, corded Velvet,
Buttons, Nubias, Umbrellas, etc.
Stock of PRINTS nnd GINGHAMS, ot
the latest styles.
In our BOOT and SHOE Department, we
have n complete line, piled up in boxes,
and lack room to display it. Call for
real bargains.
Ready-Made CLOTHING— the largest nnd
most pompletc stock ever brought into
Holland.
Rubber BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS, nnd
everything else in the rubber line.
Endless variety of HORSE BLANKETS.
A full line of choice FAMILY GROCER-
IES, including the best Japan Tea for
50 cents.
All grades of SUGARS, ns cheap as any-
where else, and hundreds of other neces-
sary, useful and ornamental articles, too
numerous to mention.
We are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them.
Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes Butter and Eggs taken in exchange for goods.
Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand-
ALSO, STOVE WOOD.
a cy Call and look over the Store, and you will he pleased to acknowledge the completeness of our Stock.
EL
IEE O L Hi A 2sT D, IMI I C HI .
IR, IE AD !
. THE
GROCERY f FEED STORE
OF
Mrs. M. P. Visser,
ON THE
Cor. of Eighth ami Hirer Streets,
Still continue)* to sell in* chenp in* ever, and our
American anil Holland cnytonicn* can rely on jtiM
a.-* civil and efficient treatment a« heretofore. We
have n Stock of
DRY GOODS
Which we ftdl cheap. BUTTER nnd EGGS will
he taken in exchange. Call and see for yourself,
at the old store of
MRS. M. I*. VISSER.
Holland. Nov. 1, 1879. *Umo.
CARPENTER SAWS
Or any other kind, yon can file Mourwef/ with our
New Machine xo thiit it will cut Mtrtter than
Ever. The teeth will all remain of K|tml xixe nnd
shape. Sent free on receipt of $9.50 tn any
pnrt of theUnited State*. IlluatratedCireiilar* free.
(Joo*l Agent* iranted in crerj/ countgaod
city. Address JE. UOTtl A) DUO., Sen Ox-
fat'd, Pa.
00" We have hundreds of letter* from men uxiny
*ir Machine who say they would not Ui.e (or ii-
New Store !
The undersigned having formed a co-partnership




Respectfully invite th- public to come ami give
them a sail, at VENN KMA’a BRItK
STORE.
No. 82 Eighth St.
M. Huizenga & Co.
Will make it an object for cash cnMomcn to deal
with them. Their Stock ii all fresh and complete;
call and see for yourself.
GROCERIES SOLI) VERT CHEAP.
A full assortment of Crockery.
UTAH kinds of Farm Produce taken In ex-
change.
M. HUIZENGA,
Holland, Nov. 1. 1879. G. C. PLEY.
88-3mo.
Fanning Lands for Sale
190 acres In Olive. Beat land In the town.
Mi acrea in Olive. Very good laud and well
situated.
80 tcree near Ventura Poetofflce In Holland.
40 acrea on Grand Haven road in Hollaed town,
ahip, a large part cleared. First rate fruit land-
Apply to H. D. POST,«-tf Holland, Mich.
THE CUHTIS TURBINE!
AS a recent ie«l rare
88 42*100 per cent*
A full description,
_ >wer, price, elc., la
(riven In an extra of
(lie Twrtrins Mtporier.
















that follow, ai* a
sequence of Self-. Abuse; as I.o-s , , —
Before Tafa^,r^T;r,.i™:AXto Takkg,
Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Ace, and many othei diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a Premature Grave.
fcjFFull particulars in our pamphlet, which we
desire to send fret by mail to every out*. flfThe
Specific Medicine is sold by all druggists nl $1 per
package, or six packages for or will be sent free
by mail on receipt of the monev by addressing,
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. I" Mechanics* Block. Detroit, Mich.
£ **“ Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all whole
sale and retail druggists.
8-1 v
Da. WHITTIER
617 St. Charles Street, St Louis, Ho.
A refniUrannluateoftwo Medical CoUcrm, ha* b«n longer
engaged in the ipecial treatment of all Venereal, Sexual
and Chronic Diseases than any other Physician In 8L
Louii, a* city paper* show, and alfold retidente know.
Syphilis, uonorrhoeo. Gleet. Stricture, Orchitis.
Hernia, or Rupture, all Urinary Diseases an/
Syphilitic or Mercurial Affections of the Throat.
Skin or Bones, are treated with unparalleled iucce*i. on
Ute*t Kientiflc principle*. Safely. Privately.
Spermatorrhea. Sexual Debility and Impo-
tency, a* the re»ult of 8elf-AbuK in youth. »exual ex-
cetici in maturer yean, or other rauiei, and which produce
•omeot the following eflect*: nervoume**, ieminal emi»-
loni, debility, dimneu of light, detwtive memory, pimple,
on the face, phyiical decay, aversion to *ociety of female.,
eoniuiion of idea*, Ion of .exutl power, etc., rendering
marriage Improper or unhappy, arc permanently
ured. Comultation at office, or by mail free, and invited,
When it 1* Inconvenient o viiit the city for treatment,
medicine* can be sent by mail or expren everywhere. Cur-
able cate* guaranteed, where doubt exiit* it ii frankly itatcd
Piaphlr. far kis, 1 Stacp; for Wcmin, 1 sump ;
Oimu, for both, 2 Suspi. 61 Pig i.
MARRIAGE I r!S&
rmis. I GUIDE.
Sleffant cloth and gilt binding. Scaled for 60a
In portage or currency. Over fifty wonderful penplctures,
true to fife ; article, on the following lubject* : Who may
marry, who not. why. Manhood, Womanhood, Phyiical
decay. Who ihould marry ; How life and hippineu may
be Increaaed. The Phyiiologv of Reproduction, and many
more. Tho»e married or contcmplat'xg marriage ihould
rad It, then kept under lock and key. Popular edition,
20) page*. £5 eti. by mail,
good guide in Aimrka.
i
lame a* above, but paper cover,





DUorderi brought on by Secret Habit* and Excaiiw. Any
druggist hai the Ingredient*. Addrai, I
Tor. JACQUES, 7Q3ChMtnut&t,St, Louii, Mo.
Farms for Sale.
ICO acres, throe miles north of the cltv, onthe
Grand lia.\en road, with dwelling and orchard.
19) acres, of which ten are cleared, situated in
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
house.
9) acres of land in Section 21, of the township
of Holland Also .V) acres, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and sandy Innd, adjoining Dirk Paulas', fn
the township of Holland.
The above Isnds can be bought at reasonable
teims. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
Holland. Sept. 1«, 1879. JB-tf.mm
REDUCED PACKAOE RATES
Between 3,000 Offices of this Oo. In New
Kngland, Middle nnd Western Gtatesi also
to offices ot nearly all Connecting Llnco.
' — MONEY —
CURRENCY AND COLD.
Packages not exoeodlng rS20y 15c.“ “ ? •• .......... $40, 20c.M “ M - ...... $00, 23c.
Zargt tvmt in much smaller proportion.
MERCHANDISE.






No. 35 Ionia St.
GRAND RAPIDS.
Tliis Restaurant is known as the finest in the
State. i« brand new, and fitted up after the most
improved methods of catering to the public.
{Y^Regu ar Meals, 35 cents.
All kinds of Game and Fish, in season. Shell
Oysters and Clams,
The finest Dining Parlors in the citv, for public
or private use.
CHOICE LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Call and sec for yourself.
37-lmo. _ C. L MORAN. Propr'.
HEW FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!
Boot & Kramer.
We respectfully Invite the attention of our citi-
zens, to the stock of goods which wr have opened
one door east of K. Van der Veen’s hardware store,
and the prices for which we offur them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Our 10 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
expert judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos and
Cigars. Toys, Notions, Flower Pom. Hanging
Baskets in great variety.
ALL CHEAP FC(R CASH.
Give us a trial and you will he pleased with
goods and Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., June 21, 1879.
Grand Bapids,
MICHIGAN.
We invite the attention of retailers to our Cele-
brated Lager Beer before making engagements
elsewhere.
UP* Onr Brewery ii also knowu as the Holland
Brewery.
Come and see ns.
FREY BROTHERS.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1 , 1879. 43 3m.
PRINTED MATTER.
BOOKS, and other millet, vhnllyin print, or-
dered from, orient by, dealers, Ac.,Pill*PAlP»
2~lbri0c.T 31b€. 20c. l 4lba 2Pc.
ORDERS FOR PVRCnAHlHO GOODS
Left with any Agen t of this Co. will be promptly
executed, without expense, other than the ordinary
charge tot carrying t he goods.
Send yonr Money and parcel by Express;
cheapest and quickest, with positive security.
Wl. G. FARGO. Pmt.
OTTO BREYMAH, Locil Arsxt,
Holland, Mich.
READ! READ! READ!
The arrival of the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at
F.*& A. Steketee
Consists of a complete assortment of
Fall and Winter Shawls
Also. A FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.
A Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lor Fall and Winter.
A large assortment of Wooten Blankets, Home
Blankets, Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleached and Unbleached Cottous.
All Kinds of Underwear for Men, Women,
and Children.
A large variety of HOOP8KIRTS, and a Splendid
CORSET for M cents.
A FULL LINE OF FANCY BASKETS.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
RUBBER GOODS,* SLIPPERS, ETC.
A full line and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.
Our 40 rent TEA always on hand.
HT8ALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
Come and sec our selections of Dutch W oolen
Yarns, Table Oil-Cloihs, and Ginghams and Cali-
coes In endless variety. „ „ _
P. * A. STEKETEE.,
NEW GOODS.
' Blank-Books-a fall assortment, cheap! Among
them. tb« best assortment of EXERCISE and
COMPOSITION Books ever shown in town.
ScbjApbook# — all kinds.
We sell five quires of Good Note Paper for
cents!SHf. H.D.Post.
